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Campus reacts to King
verdict, L.A. rioting

Students placed artwork outside Given Aud itorium
last Friday to-protest the King verdict.

By Laura Pavlenko
NEWS EDITOR

The Rodney King verdict and
the subsequent violence in Los
Angeles have left their mark on
Colby. Thursday evening, chalk
messages were written on campus
sidewalks in protest of the verdict.
Two forums and a peace march
later, students and faculty are still
trying to come to terms with both
the outcome of the trial and its
repercussions.
Many of the sidewalk messages
read, "Rodney King: The Truth is
Known," and included body
outlines. The chalk-drawn
messages were not approved by
the Colby administration and are
technicallyoutlawed bytheCollege
because "they detract from the
beauty of the campus," said Earl
Smith, dean of the College.
The reaction continued on
Friday eveningat6 p.m.when Chip
Hauss, professor of government,
and Mark Tappan , assistant
professor of education, hosted an
informal discussion about the King
case.
and
Students, faculty,
administrators discussed the
imp lications of the King case not
only with respect to Los Angeles,
but to the Colby community as well.
"So many people arc being
hypocrites at this school," said
Karlenc Burrell '94. She noted that
only 30studentsattended theforum
on Colby's investments in South
Africa but that Lovejoy 215 was
overflowing for the King

p hoto by KatherineBordwell

discussion.
"Now everyone is here," she
said. "What 's the difference
[between blacks in SouthAfrica and
blacksin the U.S.]?We'reall people."
Rob Underwood '94,related the
King incident to the situation in
Maine, his home state.
"I've found Maine to be a terribly
racist state," he said. "Most people
have changed their attitude on the
outside, but are people changing
their attitudes on the inside?"
There's a lot of frustration in
this room, but look at the good
things,"said Keenan Gates '95. "We
have the ability to talk and work
things out. We should feel proud
that we can speak about this."
Later that evening about 200
people marched silently in protest
from Lorimer Chapel to Given
Auditorium. Once in Given, the
crowd was greeted by Gaynelle
Peebles '93, who organized the
march with English Professor
Phyllis Mannocchi.
"I'm extremely happy to sec you
all here," Peebles told the crowd,
adding that the King verdict left her
"very disillusioned with the fate of
our country. (But] seeing you all
here restores some of the hope I had
prior to the 'not guilty'verdict."
Following a brief prayer led by
Thoko Kadzamira '92, several
members of the Colby community
addressed the crowd with poems
and their own personal experiences.
"This is not a protest only about
Rodney King," English Professor
CedricBryant told tho crowd. "This
is a public show of solidarity."
An additional forum was held

Fliers spark controversy
By Karen Lipman
FEATURES EDITOR

What originated as a flier
promoting the Colby Senior Art
Show has prompted President
William Cotter to make an official
statement against the flier onbehalf
of the College.
The royal blue and white
posters,designed by Greg Long '92,
showed a photograph of Rodney
King being beaten, with everyday
conversation superimposed over
the photograph. Theposteralso had
headlines on the top and bottom
claiming that the art show would
be "As exciting as PoliceBrutality,"
and that it "will hit you like a blow
to the head."
Many students who were
offended by the flier expressed their
feelings to Dean of Students Mark
Serdjenian, who later addressed
their concerns at-Tuesday's senior
staff meeting.
In response to the protest and
swift removal of the fliers from
points around campus, a second
group of fliers were distributed
around campus yesterday. Written
by Michael Daisey '95,these posters
said: "Dear Colby, If I said "Kill all
the niggers,Jews,and spies,'would
you tear down this poster? At Colby,
anything you write may be subject
to censorship if it is deemed
'innappropriate'." Daisey's name
appeared at the bottom of the fliers
along with his room number.
The first set of controversial art
posters was the principal item on
the agenda at today's Campus
Community Committee meeting,
according to a letter distributed to
all students from President Cotter,
Dean of FacultyRobert McArthur,
and Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger.
The first student and faculty
outcries to Long's fliers were heard
at Monday evening's Rodney King
forum held in the Heights
community room. Roxann
Greenaway '93, and Heather
Johnson '94,expressed their disgust
and brought the poster to show
others.
"Very poor taste," was
Greenaway's first reaction to the
poster. "I think it is a manifestation
of what a lot of peopleat Colby hear
but do not say. There's a fine line
between stirring up people's
emotionsand being very insensitive
to other people. I don't careif [Long]
is playing devil's advocate, I think
it is very racist."
Only one student at the forum
commented immediately a fter
seeing tho poster. "They didn't
know what to say," said
Greenaway.
Government Professor Chip

Hauss, who helped with the forum, presented was wounding,"she said.
agreed.
"There is a particular rage that one
"I didn't react to the poster as sometimes feels when one hears that
much as I reacted to other people free speech is used as a shield. I was
reacting,"he said."My response was incensed. Too many men I know
very confused. This is certainly a shed tears over this issue."
problem where a kid screwed up big
But while Long has offended
|
As Exciting As Police Brutality
I

I

It'll Hit You Like A Blow to the Head

time."
Associate Professor of Sociology
and African American Studies Cheryl
Gilkes, who attended the forum,was
also offended. "The way it was

|
manyby his poster,he standsbehind
his work. "I wanted people to see
how the media uses language and
Art continued on pag e 7
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dayafternoon.He was taken to the Thayer unit of Mid-Maine
Medical Center.
*Monday, May 4. Shortly before 5:30 p.m., three students
witnessed a non-Colby student drive his car onto the lawn
between Taylor and Lorimer Chapel. The driver,who abandoned his automobile,was later picked up Colby'sSafety and
Security and arrested for O.U.I, by the Waterville police,
according to Frechette.(A.K.)

Container of food and
supplies reaches Kotlas

The container of food and supplies collected from the
Waterville area for Kotlas, Waterville's sister city in the
former Soviet Union, has arrived in Russia. David Hanson,
associate director of computer services at Colby, has traveled
to Kotlas to meet the container and supervise its delivery.
Hanson and his wife Pat awaited the arrival of the container, which was apparently delayed for a few days in
Archangel, Portland's sister city and the port connection for
the container in route to Kotlas.
"Contacts with people here are extraordinarily heartwarming although the skyrocketing prices make life very
difficult for them," said Hanson in an e-mail message to the
College. "How would we feel if our butter or sugar cost us
twenty times as much as in December!"
Hanson is working in a computerized classroom at an
elementary school in Archangel with first-graders. It is part
of a new program assisted by the sister city program that
teaches the children the English alphabet.
"The kids are just as quick and eager as kids anywhere
and it is clear that the motivation for English is strong," said
Hanson. "[ I t 's] Wonderful to watch." (H.L.)

Cosby, Lorene Gary
and "others to receive
honorary degrees

Security Update

A Celebration of Books
at Colby

Changes to the Spa, such as moving the missed meal
program to Dana and adding a general store to the Spa, were
approved by Presidents' Council last week.
Hall presidents are now conducting an opinion poll am'ong
residents to guage student reaction to the Presidents'Council
vote. "The idea is to get all of the information out," said Jason
Soules '93, Stu-A president and member of the Spa subcommittee of the Student Affairs committee.
The benefits from the Spa changes outweighed the
negatives in the eyes of m°st hall presidents, according to
Soules.
"There are a lot of positive things coming out of these
changes," said Soules. (L.P.)

Within two years,the College hopes to break its affiliation
with the Polytechnic of Central London, the university at
which students on Colby's London program currently stud y.
"The decision was taken by the Performing Arts department, with my approval, to work toward that goal," said
Director of Off-Campus Study Jon Weiss.
The College hopes both to hire its own faculty and make
the program more autonomous, said Weiss. The program's
course of study will still include a core of performing arts
courses.
Weiss cited discrepancies in the British and America n
academic calendars as the main reason for the split.
"The calendars don't coincide at all," he said. "It's a very
poor fit."
Associate Professor of English Phyllis Mannocchi will be
the program's resident director for both the 1992-1993;and
1993-1994 academic years. (C.A.)
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Visit the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union for this day of special events

Monday. May 11

Spa changes approved
by Presidents * Council

Colby-in-London to drop
tie with Polytechnic

Corned ian Bill Cosby,this year's Commencement speaker,
will be awarded an honorary degree at the commencement
exercises held Sunday, May 24.
The four other honorary degree recipients are: author
Lorene Cary, who spoke at Colby last fall about her book,
Black Ice, which describes Gary's experiences as an AfricanAmerican at a predominantly white boarding school; David
T. Kearns, former chair and chief executive officer of the
Xerox Corporation and currently U.S. Deputy Secretary of
Education; Leo Marx,Kenan Professor Emeritus of American
Civilization at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in

*Friday, May 1.Chalk drawings were found onsidewalks
throughout the campus with messages in protest of the
Rodney King verdict. "The stuff was not offensive,"said John
Frechette, director of Safety and Security. The graffiti is not
under investigation as the chalk caused no permanent damage.
*Saturday, May 2. A student was accidentally pushed into
a door jam in Mary Low. The student suffered from a head
injury and was taken to the Colby Health Center.
*A University of Maine-Farmington student broke his
collar bone at the Colbv-U.Maine men's rugbv game Satur-

Boston; and John Sculley, chief executive officer of the A pple
Computer Corporation.
Christy CRourke was voted class speaker earlier in the
semester. (C.A.)
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Colby Author Signings

1:00 pm

1:30 pm

2:00 pm

James Boylan Richard Russo
Remind Me to Murder You Later
Mohawk
Tho Risk Pool

The Planets

*

Susan Kenney
Garden of Malice
Graves In Academe
In Another Country
Sailing
One Fell Sloop

3:00 PM: Public Reception Honorin g all Colby Authors
Many Colby authors will be on hand to meet you and autograph their books
I
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Waterville, Me.
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"TAKE A BREAK"
Come to Camden, ME
Enjoy the quiet elegance of
Windward House Bed &
Breakfast
The perfect getaway just a few
short steps from the harbor and
village shops. Special Reduced
Rates during April & May!! Call
11-236-9656 for Reservations
Jon & Mary Davis Innkeepers
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Tliey have an axe to grind.

Corey

continuedf rompage 20

year, are left to pick up the slack.
"I think it's going to make the
season more difficult," Gleason
said."Nextyear'sgoingtobeharder
and there is going to be more work
during pre-season."
However, the physical and
mental strain placed on Corey by
coaching two sports with no fulltime assistant is what caused past
difficulties.
"Coaching is something I've always wanted to do. But,basically,I
work six months,twenty-four hours
a day, seven days a week," Corey
said. "It's very intense and very
exhausting."
Corey, who often has been reduced to sleepless nights because
of the tremendous workload, had
lobbied forafull-timeassistantsince
last year, when his dual coaching
responsibilities started to become
more unbearable than they were
fun. However,because of financial
constraints,the administration has
turned a deaf ear, and it seems as if
Corey's contributions have gone
unappreciated.
"Last year [the hockey team]
had the most wins since '87,and the
program was really picking up. But
you just get so tired. I hope the
college can comeup with a financial
solution," said Corey.
Corey is most worried about
the future of the program, that
Colby hockey and lacrosse athletes
will fall victim to the problems he
has seen in his time at the school.
"Somewhere it's got to stop.
Hockey doesn't have the staff
necessary,"said Corey. "I hope the
school recognizesthat if they don't
solve it now it will happen again.
I've asked for a full-time assistant
and when I was hired I was told,
'when the time is right.'"
Because Corey had not seen results, and was faced with such, an
overwhelmingdailyburden,he was
forced to move on. "If they can't
afford a full-time assistant I have to
look at myself and see if I can deal
with it, and I can't."
Corey will return to a very
comfortable situation at Lawrence
Academy in Massachusetts, where
he had been coaching when he got
the Colby job. Nonetheless he is
sad about the situation, for the athletes he has coached and for the
future of the men's hockey and lacrosse programs.
"If [the Lawrence job ] hadn't
come up, I'd have been back. I hope
it works out for the best. The kids
here have been great...so I hope
[the administration] goes in a
positive direction."
Hopefully a change will do
Charlie Corey good .Q

Women's track
continued from page 20

Meet this weekend at Colby.
"We're hoping for some good
weather," I said Aitken. Everyone
brokcthrough a confidence barrier.
They are all ready to run, jump and
throw further than before. Having
it at home is nice. We're shooting
for fourth (out of 25) again at the
Division III meet. Bowdoin, Williams and Brandcis [Tufts isn't in
the meet] will be difficult to
bcat/'Colby also will.host Nationals next weck.Q

By Craig Appelbaum

EDITOR
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They compete in events with
names like decking, the vertical
chop, pole climbing, fire building,
and cross cutting. On any given
weekday this year, they could be
found behind Roberts Union
swinging axes and running around
with fifty-pound packs on their
backs.
They are the women of the Colby
Woodsmen's Team.
"The 'devastator of the week'
has nothing on us," said Marie
DiBenedetto '92, after having
competed in the decking event with
partner Lee Awbrey '93,at a recent
meet. How would the two describe
the event to the uninitiated?
"It's hell,"said Awbrey. For the
women on the team,though,it 's all
part of the appeal.
"It gives me something to work
at," said Sarah Bohlinger '95, for
whom coming to Colby "was the
first time I'd ever heard of anything
like this. It's an off-the-wall and
weird thing to do."
And how do her parents feel
about her axe-wielding?
"They think it's great," shesaid.
Although the competition is stiff
and the women compete regularly
against schools with forestry programs and well-funded teams,
several said the most challenging
part of being a woman woodsman
came in dispelling the sport's traditional stereotypes.
"People say to you, 'You chop
wood? Women chop? That 's
great!'," said Bohlinger. "And it is
great."
"Most people are amazed that
women actually do this because it's
stereotypically a male sport," said
DiBenedetto. "For example, one of
the events in the past has been tobacco spitting and women have
done it just like the men."
Still, at meets the women do
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encounter sexism. At one meet, for
example, an announcer told the
crowd that the Colby women's
tardiness for one event was due to
the fact that they needed to coordinate their lipstick and blush with
their equipment.
"They always call us 'girls',"
said Awbrey. "But we've gotten
famous for being kind of feminist
bitches."
And what about the team's
conspicuouslynon-gender-neutral
name?
"Some teams call themselves
Woodies or Foresters," said team
memberSarah Poriss'92. "It doesn't
bother us becausewe only compete
against women. We don't feel it
hinders our competition in a sport
by having us called 'woodsmen.'"
"They tried to come up with
different hames like the Woodsfolk
orthe Woodspeople,"said Awbrey.
"I personally don't mind [the name

'Woodsmen'] at all. "
The women practiced regularly
throughout the year with their male
counterparts. And although they
compete at different levels, the
comraderiebetween the two teams
has been good.
"We get along really well," said
Poriss. "We travel together, we
cheer each other on."
"I like to think of us as a family.
We fight together, we get along
together, and we support each
other," said DiBenedetto.
And for a team who's motto is
"It's not whether you win or lose,
but how you look,"the hard work
all year has paid off, despite the
sport's less-than-glamorous appearance.
"A lot of guys tend to be surprised,but it's likeany co-ed sport ,"
said Awbrey. "I think we get a lot of
respect for what we're out there
doing."Q
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LEVINE"S

Downtown Waterville
Where Colby friends meet.
Ludy'21 Pacy '27 Howard '46

Men 's lax feels
left out of ECACs

It was a rough week for the men's
lacrosse team, with both coach
CharlieCorey's announcement that
he will not return next year and the
team's elimination from ECAC
playoff contention at the hand s of
Connecticut Colleee.
For Corey, it was the end of a
prematurely-shortened Colby career,and for the White Mules it was
the premature end to an otherwise
successful season.
Had Colby beaten Connecticut
College, instead of losing 5-4 last
Saturday, it would have received
the fifth seed in the playoffs. However, the politics of playoff selection forced the Mules to stay home.
Conn. College took Colby's #5 seed
and non-NESCAC Roger Williams
College snuck into the sixth and
final slot.
"It was partly politics," said
Corey. "If it were pure merit the
i_/

STAFF WRITER

p layoffs would have been all
NESCAC teams. I guess they
wanted to open it up."
Colby was closed out on Saturday in the last minutes of what has
become atypical White Mule game,
one based on a stubborn defense.
Having lost much offensive firepower to graduation, as well as
losing leading scorer Bill Bush '94,
to injury for part of the season, the
Mules had been forced to forego a
normally explosiveoffenseand rely
on their defense.
"Our defense at the end of the
year was unbelievable, but our offense kind of sagged," said Corey.
Against Conn. College,only Jeff
Harris '95 (two goals), Bush, and
Greg Mahoney '92, were able to
score for Colby. But with two minutes left in the game, the Camels
had been no more successful. Finally, the White Mule defense broke
and the Camels were able to break
a 44 deadlock, propelling themselves in and Colby out of the
p layoffs. The Mules finished 7-4.Q
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MAIN STREET CAFE

The Colby m en 's tennis team
traveled to Bates this past weekend
for the men's state tournament. The
Mules faced opponents from
Bowdoin, Bates and the University
of Southern Maine, but in the end
they rose above the field , dismantling the competition.
The play of the Mules' doubles
teams highlighted the weekend.
Colby owned both spaces of the
doubles finals on Sunday asGeorge
Markell '92, and co-captain Jim
Conrad '92, faced off against fellow
teammates Jon Yormak '93,and cocaptain Mark Longsjo '92. Markell
and Conrad came out on top and
proved they are the best doubles
combination in Maine.
The success of Conrad and
Markell can be attributed in some
part to a not so successful performance in the singles tournament.
Both players were eliminated early
in the tournament, leaving all their
aggressions for the doubles court.
"Part of our success in doubles
was because we wanted to avenge
our poor performance in the singles
tournament,"said Markell.Markell
fell from the singles action when he
lost to the number two seed from
Bates after winning his first match.
Conrad was stuck facing the
tournament's top seed, a player
fro m Bowdoin.
The final doubles match,played
against fellow teammates, was an
experience the Mules were used to
in practice but which rarely occurs
in competition.
"There were good things and
bad things about playing against
teammates," said Yormak. "There
was not as much pressure, but it
was also hard to get psyched up to
beat your teammates."
Before the Maine State match
the Mules tookon Brandeis University in Wellesley, Mass. Colby wa s

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Men s tennis came out on top
in the state tournament.
out to avenge a five-year losing
streak to Brandeis and six-year
coach Dan Veilleux was out to get
his second career win over the
school. After a dramatic turn of
events, the Mules finished on top.
After the singles competition,
the match was tied at three all. For
the Mules to win they had to take
two of the three doubles matches.
First Yormak and Matt McGowan
'94,took their doubles match in two
sets. All that was left was for Longsjo
and Phil Aberbach '92, to come
away with a win.
Their match was tied at four
games a piece in the third set. Fi-

nally the Colby team was able to
pull away, get a service break, and
win the match and tournament for
Colby.
"That was a big win for us because we had not beaten Brandeis
in so long and the way we reacted
under pressure," said Yormak.
The Mules close their season this
week with a match against Bates.
Colby is looking to clinch its second
straight CBB championship and
finish with a5-2record. If theevents
of the past weekend are any indication, nothing should get in their
way.Q
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The men's lacrosse teamf inished7-4
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

Tennis dismantles field at States
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We buy back books every day
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Ofi-the-hill 'Experiences * come to Colby
By Amanda Hallowell
MANAGING EDITOR
There are issues coming to light
inthedawnofouradulthood which
we cannot escape, even here atop
May flower Hill—sexual harassment, men's roles,biracial couples,
the effects of the way women are
represented by the media.
Then there are other issues by
which we are relatively untouched,
except perhaps peripherally-the
p light of the aging, prostitution.
Friday night at 7 p.m. in Given
Auditorium the students from "The
Female Experience in America"
course are going to show us what
they have learned about these issues.
Get there early to get a seat.
Don 't assume this is something you
can afford to miss.
•The portrayal of women in
Walt Disney's feature-length , animated films. Snow White.
Cinderella. Ariel (The Little Mermaid). Powerful career-oriented
¦women rolemodelsfor the younger

generations they re not, and they
probably never will be.
Accordingto BeckyGr aham '92,
a spokesperson for Disney said that
they are more concerned with
having a box-office hit than with
"keeping up with the times." She
said they are aware of the message
they are giving,but arenot going to
change.
In 60 years of animation,
shouldn't there at least be a woman
in pants?
•Old Women. Women who are
widowed,alone. Women who have
no money and no one to take careof
them. Women who are, subsequently, "stashed away" in nursing
homes, said Andy Rhein '92.
Rhein said that many of the
women in nursing homes with
whom they spoke were unhappy
and would ask the students if they
had a car. If the student did, the
women would say "Take me out of
here. I don't like it here."
Women live an average of 7
years longer than men. Left alone,it
is often their economic situation

which determines their fate.
"You have to be either rich or
poor," said the great aunt of one of
the group members, whose interview was videotaped for their presentation.
The presentation ends with the
s ong "Give A Little Bit" by
Supertramp. This,said Rhein,is the
message they want to get across.
There is a problem in this country,
but it is a problem we can each do
something about.Go see their presentation, and maybe you, like
Rhein, will give a little bit of your
time and thoughts to aging.
"I've had old women on my
mind since I started doing this
[project]."
•Prostitution—sellingyour body
to survive.
When we think of prostitutes it
is often with scorn, disgust, pity,
and a great amount of misunderstanding. According to Christy
CRourke '92, "It could be me," or
anyone of us. The misunderstanding occurs because "they do it as a
meansof survival, not because they

What ever happened to...
By Karen Lipman
FEATURES EDITOR
Here are some follow-ups on
stories we've covered this year:
WMHB's phone sex calller
In February WMHB received a
phone bill listing six calls totaling
nearly $150 made to a "phone sex"
service. The investigation of who
made the calls was turned over to
Safety and Security, which was
unable to identif y the caller.
"The matter has now been taken
care of," said station manager Jay
Hermsen '92. The charges for the
calls were absorbed by the phone
company, whose insurance covered
the costs after station sports manager Scott Alprin '92, discussed the
matter with them. In order to avoid
similar problems in the future,StuA treasurer Dave Jorgensen '92,
placed a block on the station's New
England Telephone line so no calls
can be made to 900 numbers, said
Hermson.
Colby-in-Cuernavaca
"There are some changes that
are being made" to the Colby-inCucrnava ca program ,said Director
of Off-Campus Study Jon Weiss.
"There's no doubt that students
drink," he said.
Some changes were enforced by
this year 's program director, Alan
Dav i s on, who had never led the
program before. For instance, alcohol ic b everages were not alio w ed
on buses during excursions, he exp lained .
"Studonts themselves have to
be responsible. I don't think it's up
to Colby to hold their hands," said
Weiss. However, studentson Colby
abroad programs who present disci plinary problems are report e d to
the Dean of Students Office, as th ey
would if they were at Colby.
Dav ison will remain as the
program di rec t or , but the program
in Cuernavaca will be more academically challenging.
"The examinations are going to
be made up by Colby an d corrected
by Colby Span i sh professors ," said
Weiss. "We're not going to be rely i ng on t ho Spanish teachers for
gradcs.Thcy're toocasy." Students
may al so be integrate d w it h o t her

students at the language institute,

many of whom are,state employees

and business people. In the past
Colby students had separate classes
and used a different text book.
"We want students to go on the
program because they want to go
and are enthusiastic about learning
Spanish," said Weiss. Those who
don't really care about learning
Spanish can do it in summer school,
he said. -^
Security and the Payson Collection
Many school children, Colby
students, and other visitors have
had the chance to enjoy the Joan
Whitney Payson Collection . One
concern raised as exhibit opened
was the security of the art work,
considering that small children like
to touch what they see.
"They 've been very well behaved and we've had no problems,
f or t una t ely," said Director of the
Colb y Museum of Ar t' Hugh
Gourley .Gourley attributes the lack
of problem to the class chaperones
and docents.
"The classes have come with
their own teachers and sometimes
a parent, and the students view the
exhibit in small groups of about
20,"hesaid.Themuseum hasabout
25 women who have been trained
asdocents,as well-asabout!OColby
students, he said.
Quote of the Day in Moose
Prints
Following the February Moose
Pri nts con t rov ersy over a "Quoteof
the Day," the publication ori ginally
decided to discontinue the daily
quotes, sa id Dean of the Col lege
Earl Smith. However, he was later
approached by President of the
Student Association Jason Soules,
who asked on the behalf of the association that daily quotes continue
in thepublication.Soulesand Smith
came t o an agreem en t that Moose
Pr
i nts would run dail y quotes under t he name "Stu-A Quote of the
Day"instead of "Quoteof the Day."
"[The Student Association] sent me
a week' s worth of quot es and we
pu t them in," said Smi t h, b ut he
hasn 't received any since.
Fake I.D, confiscation
In January, the Maine State Li-

quor Enforcement authorities confiscated four fake I.D.s from
Watervilleareabarsand restaurants
and subsequently turned them over
to Colby Safety and Security. Both
the State and the College prosecuted
the students for possession of a
fraudulently altered state document.
A total of 19 fake I.D.s were
turned over to the College during
this academic year, according to
John Frechette, director of Safety
and Security.
Student Center graffiti
Geopolitical graffiti scarred the
walls of the Student Center in February as artists left stenciled messages addressing such issues as
abortion and student apathy.
Thegraffiti also included copies
of a laser-printed letter pasted to
various surfaces. The letter said :
"Dear Graff iti Peop le: What do you
meanapat hetic? I'm a Colby student
and I'm proud of it. I do my part. I
play die, get laid, do dope. I participated in the sit-in last Halloween
— Jeez, I even recycle. How's that
for direct action? You've got the
wrong school butthead. There's no
apa thy here! Sincerely,A Real Colby
Student."
The graffiti artists still remain at
large, according to John Frechette,
director of Safety and Security.
Melt ing phone lines
Worries that phone service on
the south side of campus would be
interrupted when water from the
spring melt entered a brea k in the
p hone cable did not materialize,
according to Ken Gagnon, director
of administrative services.
In February, Gagnon sa id t hat
p hones in Coburn, Mary Low , Foss ,
Wo odman , an d Dana wore at risk.
"It was a relatively dry spring, "
said Gagnon. "We ha d a few probl ems , but the phone people were
able to dry things out or switch
phones to other linos. " No one los t
phone service permanently.
TheBoard of Trustees approve d
funding to replace the faulty phone
cable. Thcfunding packageincludcs
appropria tions for other Physical
Plant improvements as well, said
Gagnon.Q

The Walt Disney group at work in the AV room.

P^to by AmyKL Borrell

want to. They just become numb." American couples, half ' of which
This presentationis going to take consisted of black women and white
you inside the mind and life of a men, the other half representing
woman who sold her body and the flip side.
numbed her mind with cocaine for
Brooke Coleman '92, said that
six years of her life, from age 15 to they didn't want to give away their,
age 21. Now, a year later, she is off message to the Echo because they
drugs, out of prostitution, has 5 wanted people to come and see their
children, a second husband, and "is presentation. If you missed J ungle
hilariously funny."
Fever ,don't miss this; actually, even
'This project has consumed my if you didn't miss Jungle Fever.
life," said CRourke.
•Hard Guys:Media & Its Macho
Come meet Lisa, and find out Men. Sometimes the title says it all. '
what O'Rourke and her grouphave This group chose to look at the way
learned: "Prostitution is never go- mediadictatestomen thattheymust
ing to end as long as people need to be emotionally and physically hard
survive." Because that's what it's because so much attention is paid
all about.
to the way the media affects women.
•Biracial couples—in Maine, in Men feel that they are limited by
America. How.are they surviving? these demands.
This grou p did interviews with
Everyone will be addressed to- :
African American/ Caucasian morrow night. Be there. ?

SUMMER STORAGE

LOW RATES
Locally at:

PARKER K BAILEY & SONS

14 ARMORY RD
WATERVILLE
Ph. 873-0169

STORAGE CONTAINER IS STORED
INSIDE OUR WAREHOUSE
FACILITY IS SECURED
AND SPRINKLERED
2 OR MORE PERSONS MAY USE THE
6 FT X 7 FT x 7 FT CONTAINER
PICK UP IS AVAILABLE OR SAVE
$$ BY BRINGING IT TO US

$25 PER MONTH

Satisf action Guarante ed

DAVID MATHIEU CO.
fMUlLE SK1KACKH
INSTALLED

.
Est - in
l928n

AUTO BODY

Allen St., Waterville
Behind Collccc Ave. Car Wash

872-SS18
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Pizza and power shortages
STAFF WRITER
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The wind raged, the stark branches of trees bent and snapped,and the
rain deluged the small collegecampus. A window was cracked in Mudd.
At 8:25pm,an inky blacknessblanketed the campus when the power was
knocked out. Five major parties were cancelled, and somewhat-disappointed parents Visitin^ frirtfiPWP<» --pnri <;ppr^
quiet eveningsm hotel
rooms in the Waterville
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The College Voice
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Art continuedfrom page1
violencetosellproducts/'hesaid.
"I wanted to take an image we had
all seen 14 months ago and forgotten,because we had,and translate it
into an image of violencc.to show
how the media and repeatedly seeing these images desensitizes you.
Ironically, it attempts to show exactly what you are buying."
Associate Dean of Students
VictoriaHershey,who wasnotat the
forum, reacted to the poster after it
was brought to her attention by students who "have expressed their
anger, their hurt, and mostly their
disgust with this kind of material,"
shesaid."I had to look again. To me
it was unbelievablethat a person on
this campus who is supposed to be a
relatively educated person would
use a human and national tragedy to
promote something."
If [the artist] has been here for
four years and that's all he can think
of to make a social statement maybe
he should ask for a refund/' said
Hcrshey. "Inscnsltivity is a midget
word to use to describe this poster."
Another issue that has sparked
discussion is whether college funds
should have been used to fund the
printing pf the poster because of its
controversial nature. The funding
came from student art funds given
to the art department each year by
tho College, sold Chair of the Art

Department Michael Marlais. Approximately50posterswereprinted,
costingabout$50,accordingtoLong.
"The college funds should not
have been used for that, and the
College name should not have been
on it," said Hauss.
"Ultimately, the College could
have exercised greater authority becauseCollegefundshad been used,"
agreed Seitzinger.
Those who are familiar with
Long'swork seei t as a pieceof political art which is a victim of poor
timing.Marlais' first responseto the
poster,which he had viewed briefly
before it washung, wasthatithad "a
senseof irony to it. Now I have been
sensitized and I see it was probably
a mistake to have printed it,"he said.
"Greg's work itself is a poignant expression of sympathy for Rodney
King, but the phrase at the top and
bottom seemto appear as an insensitive way of grabbing attention."
"If those two [headlines] weren't
on there I wouldn't find any problems with this poster at all,"he said.
"I am sorry that people were offended by it."
Long's painting instructor,Visiting Associate Professor of Art Nina
Jerome Sutcliffe, explained his recurrent theme of the way violent
images in our society are used so
frequently that people become desensitized. "This is an image Greg
and I have talked about this year.

By Jennifer Gennaco

¦
*

We've talked about imagesthat stick
with you...like Kent State."
"I know it wasnot his intention to
offend anyone,"saidJeromeSutcliffe.
"I think if s very unfortunate that it
happened to coincide with a national
tragedy."
Long has noregretsabouthisflyer
design but is sorry that peoplemisinterpreted it.
"I wanted people to be upset, not
about the sign,but about the media,"
hesaid."Ifpeoplehavemisinterpreted
it,it isbecauseofalackofunderstanding. I don't think people thought it
through enough. People are reading
thesesignssoshallowly.If you seethe
^ possibly
pieceas I seethe pieceit can't
be anything negative/'he said.
His only regret is that the posters
wereremovedbeforefurther"written
dialogue"couldoccur."It would have
been a wonderful dialogue to have. It
doesn'thelppeopletoremovethesigns,
you just don't see it anymore."
Some of the seniors participating
intheshowhad never seenthopostcrs
until after they werehung, and others
notuntilaftertheywercremoved.One
exhibitin g arti st, Marianne Ansdell,
first saw the poster with her name
printed on it in the Deans Office.
"Idon't thinkourshowhasapolitical view,"she said. "There'sno reason
the poster should have one because it
doesn't represent us. We're not making an overwhelming political view.
It's just a culmination of our work."Q

However, Colby
College students refused
§ ay g yeTl
to sacrifice a weekend
evening, regardless of a
'emergency system proHurricane Gloria. An *
vided 45 minutes of li ghting,and students managed with flashlights and
candles.The Domino's car was still making deliveries (the power at this
pizza place was still functioning normally), and students were bonding
with their neighbors by singing and playing the guitar in hallways or
lounges.
Some students even dared the elements by swimmingin Johnson Pond
or playing frisbee.
The show must go on...

The critics are raving!

Roger Ebert says , "Wait--you aren f t
recording this are you?"
Gene Shallt says, "Honey, I can't iind my
socks."
William Cotter says , "Actually, I think I
would like fries with th at."

Listen To The Best of Merv Griffin ,
Tonight at 7 on WMKB
More fun than growing out your nails!
_____ .
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KITCHEN
Breakfast and Lunch
All Homemade Cooking
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COLBY-JUMPSTART
•TANNING * ,
•4 sessions for $14.95 *
873-1344 U3 Main Wtvl.

Flaying with power; decision making at Colby
Assistant Professor of Russian Anthony Anemone
leaves Colby with the bitter taste of the tenure process
By Marty Hergert
STAFF WRITER
For Anthony Anemone, assistant professor of Russian,the "tenure clock" was ticking. Six years
after his arrival, the Collegebegan
to evaluate Anemonefor tenure.In
December of last year, Anemone
learned he had been denied tenure
at
Colby.
B>»M—__«^—^_B_________ S__________

photoby AmyKL BorreU
Anthony Anemone,
assistant p rof essorof Russian.

Most colleges and universities
use similar means of selecting permanent faculty. The decision beginson the departmental level,with
tenured colleagues reviewing the
candidate. Then a complete file of
teaching evaluations, letters from
students and faculty, reviews by
scholars, and a statement from the
candidate is compiled,according to
Robert McArthur,vicepresident for
academic affairs and dean of faculty.
The Promotion and Tenure

Committeereviewsthese materials
and makes a recommendation to
the president. In turn,the president
makes a recommendation to the
trustees, who make the final decision.
DeanMcArthur was not able to
comment on Anemone's specific
case due to the confidentiality of
thetenure process. Throughout the
selectionthecandidateonlyreceives
summariesoftheinvestigation.This
secrecyexiststo protect the "source
of the material,not the substance,"
according to McArthur. Names of
students and faculty who submit
information are kept confidential
as well.
Anemone cameto Colbyin 1985
to create a program in Russian
Studies, which he has chaired since
its inception. He has taught at.
Princeton as a Colby visiting professor, and taught mainly upperlevel Russian and German classes
at Colby before coming up for tenure.
A large part of the tenure decision process includes listening to
student opinions, voiced through
letters solicited by the committee.
The committee reviewsabout 50 to
100 letters for each candidate.
Anemone felt that student
opinion becamethe primary factor
in his tenure denial.
"The committee is sensitive to
students' concerns, but when they
concentrate on the 3 to 4 percent of
students who wrotenegativeletters,
this is a fatal flaw. One bad letter is
worth 10 to 50 positive ones," said
Anemone.
McArthur, although not commenting on Anemone's case specifically, echoed the importance of

student evaluations.
"I can't emphasize enough how
important student input is to the
committee," he said. "Course
evaluations and student letters are
taken very seriously. If there is dissatisfaction by students this is of
grave importance. Good teachers
don't receive negative comments."
"Decisions haveoften turned on
courseevaluationsand student letters.In somewaysthey arethe most
important part of the evaluation,"
said McArthur.
But Anemone was troubled by
the signs his colleagues had been
giving him as well.
"For four years I have only gotten excellent evaluations from the
faculty," said Anemone. "I've alwaysbeen told I was doing a great
job and suddenly I'm told I'm abad
teacher. It was a surprise to me."
Now I think the college seems
more worried about not upsetting
students' feelings than motivating
students to work. 'Keep every student happy,'that'sthe messageI'm
now receiving," said Anemone.
Anemone said he thought the
confidentiality of the selection process neglects the candidate's viewpoint on the issues.
"You never see any of the studentletters,it'sa little Kafkaesque,"
he said. "The committee has information you don't have and there's
not much communicationbetween
the committee and the candidates."
"(The committee] never asks
your side of the situation,"he said.
"Thecandidate is not given a chance
to respond to the issues raised by
the Promotioon and Tenure Committee. The committee looks for
people's weak spots, but doesn't

offer a chance to discuss it."
McArthur said that the appeals
process was the candidate's means
of response to issues brought up in
the evaluation. The committe provides summaries to the candidates
for this reason.
But in Anemone's eyes,the process of appeal is one of the most
flawedpartsof the tenure decision.
"It is bizarre that you appeal to
the very same people who just denied you tenure/'he said.
If new information about the
candidate arises or insufficient consideration is given to a candidate,
the Promotion and Tenure Committee will reassess a candidate. The
case is referred back to the orginal
committee because of their knowledge of the case, according to
McArthur.
An appeal must dislod ge the
perceptions of the committee,"said
McArthur. "That is difficult to do.
That'sjust built into the system. We
utilizethe expertise of the committe
in making decisions and appeals."
But as Anemone said, "I feel the
Committee has a vested interest in
not reconsidering a case of insuffi-

cient consideration. Admitting a
mistake is admitting the process is
flawed. The appeal process is
stacked against you."
"I think they alsodid a poor job
of insuring that all candidates went
through the same process," he
added. "Some candidates got summariesofstudentandfacultyletters
before they responded to the departmental report. No one told
me it was possible to get this information before the evaluation
started. The process isn't exactly
standardized. Some people are
treated differently."
"I think there's an image of the
Colby personality type—super
friendly outside of class," said
Anemone. "If you're not Charlie
Basset or Chip Haussyou're weird.
With all of this emphasis on diversity Colbydoesn't tolerate different
personalities."
Anemone plans to leave Colby
at the end of the semester. He has
accepted a position at the Collegeof
William and Mary, where he will
bean associate professor of Russian
next year.Q
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Why Bam Blake should not have been denied tenure at Colby
litical viewpoint. The notion of an
unbiased tenure decision as unbiFOCUS EDITOR
ased. "- ¦¦¦¦. - . He continued: "Virtually every
year
I come away thinking the
Her class was to end at 2:45 pm,
tenurebusiness
isreallybad news...
but as I sat outside the classroom
unfair system,
I
think
its
a
very
door waiting to talk with her. I heard
and
I think suwhat I myself had experienced so very problematic
many times before: Pam Blake's perlative teachers like Pam can get
students wereasking her questions lost in such a process."
McArthur, however, believed
and prolonging the class much bemore
in objectivity. When asked if
yond the time deadline set by the
he
felt
that if one of the professors
college.Theywere soinvolved with
the subject matter and her teaching on the committee had been known
that they not only willingly but to exhibit sexist behavior towards
eagerly allowed one of the best students or other faculty could obprofessors at thiscollegetoaid them jectively evaluate Blake, McArthur
in both intellectual and personal said thatalthoughthebehaviormay
be inappropriate, he considered it
understanding.
"Pam Blake is without doubt "a huge leap" to assume that such
thebest professor 1haveeverhad at behavior would in any way taint
Colby,"said Jefferson Goethals '93, one's ability to be objective and
a student in her Directions and impartial in the assessment of a
FeministTheory class and currently female professor specializing in
working with her on an Indepen- Women's Studies. .
Commentingmoreabstractlyon
dent Study.
—__—__ »
the nature of sexism, Blake said,
¦»_—¦—«—«__-1
"The reality of a sexist climate is
fully compatible with males at the
top of the hierarchy sincerely believing there isn't a problem." .
Debra Campbell said of Pam
Blake's teaching: "Yes she has
changed thelives of a large number
of woman students who are rightly
upset about her leaving.
"I believe it when people say
that teaching is the primary consideration,"said Campbell. Yet insisted Blake's "decision was fair"
and th at "the process works."
However, another member of
"I tbok a course with her for the Departmental and Program
interest and she was the motivation Committee changed his mind after
behind my decision to become a voting against Professor Blake. He
Women'sStudies Major,"said Meg then wrote a letter to President
Wren, '94, a Women Studies major Cotter,someof his colleagues and a
and current student of Blake's. "Her trustee discussing the process and
interest and wisdom in that area why he changed his mind.
"In my own mind, I would now
and her encouragement to chalbe
ready
to override my vote," he
lenge traditional academic arenas
"I
am
extremely impressed by
wasinspirational both academically said.
what she brings to the college both
and personally."
Every student whom I spoke as a teacher and as an
with about Pam Blake's teaching intellectual-.Themorelthinkabout
and person made comments like it—her excellent teaching, the
this. In writing this article, my strength of her writing which had a
biggest dilemma was in choosing great amount of potential and
which quotations of praise to use.
But in the middle of December
last year, Colby denied Pam Blake
By Craig Appelbaurn
ten year for reasons still unclear to
EDITOR
most students.
'The nature of the confidential•In the spring of 1989, which
ity involved with the epistemology
of tenure does not allow me to professor would lead Colby's prodiscuss the specifics of the case," gram in Cork, Ireland for the folsaid Bob McArthur, dean of faculty lowing academic year came down
and chair of the Promotion and to a decision between English professors Jean Sanborn and Peter
Tenure Committee.
committecdesigned
Other members of this commit- Harris. But the
tee were Doug Archibald, Charlie to select between the two was
Bassett,Debra Campbell,Russ Cole, deadlocked.
"It was a very close vote/' said
Keith Devlin, Dave Firmage, Ed
Associate
Professor of Sociology
Yeterian, Jorge Olivares, and Tom
and
then-committee
member Sonia
Tietenberg.
Robert
"[Dean
of
Faculty
PamBlake'stenurcdecision first Rose.
McArthur] said 'it's too close to
went to the Departmental and
Program committee comprised of call.'"
"We couldn't find any distincprofessors Sandy Maisel, Chip
tion
between them," said
Hauss,Cal Mackenzie,Sonya Rose,
McArthur.
So, according to
Debra > Campbell,
Phyllis
the committee recomMannocchi, Rog er Bow en an d McArthur,
mended
to
him
a seemingly bizarre
David Lubin.
determining who would
method
of
Lubin commented on both tho
'They said to me
tenure system and Pam Blake's lead tho program.
't
you
flip
a coin?'"
'Why
d
on
teaching; "1 don't think there is
He did. Harris won, and
anything such as a non-biased poSanborn lost.

By Tracey Har dman

flashes of brillance—the more I
think the decision was wrong. I
wrote a letter to Cotter and said I
would reverse my decision."
He also commented on his confusion during the process.
"During the decision I was just
shocked that their was no ground
swelling of support by academics
in the women'scommunityat Colby
for Pam. I felt confused that there
was no backing from them."
He added: "One would have
expected more support. If the academic women's community at
Colby hasn't jumped on this, is it
because they are jealous of Pam or
is it because of something we don't
know?"
Goethals added that "If Colby
wants a Women Studies department that is true to the students,
they need to encourage, no they
need to be ravenous for that kind of
teaching. You have to go back four
years in Pam's dossier to find a
strongly negative evaluation.
Women's Studies needs to leave its
penis envy behind, deemphasize
publishing as they did when they
tenured Phyllis Mannocchi. They
need to get committed to the students who are taking the courses. "
Campbell commented on the
national trend in recent years at
liberal arts colleges such as Colby
to put more emphasis on scholarship. "Across the country they've
made changes in, terms of scholarship... Yes I think its a positive
change... People in women's studies are adamant that people can
measure up...we believe it is a very
going and happening field ."
But as Goethals said, "From
what I understand, in women's
studies departments,there is a fairly
common phenomenon of women
tryingtoingratiatethemselveswith
the men they perceive as holding
power and saying they are doing
this in order to gain the respect for
the field of women's studies."
"Almost every person I've
talked to that was part of the decision to deny Pam Blake thinks she
will go to an institution with as
muchifnotmorerespectthanColby

and gettenuiethere,"said Goethals. intense, they are emotionally in"If they really think that, then why tense. Because of the personal nadid they deny her tenure... I think ture of the material, students in
Pain Blake has too much integrity women studies courses may need
for this college because she threat- more personal attention than some
ens the people who are in power." other more impersonal courses."
"Given the subject matter,there
Government Professor Roger
is
no
ways she could be that good of
Bowen commented on Pam Blake's
a
teacher
without boundless enteaching and thinking: "Pam Blake
"Combine that with
he
said.
is a rigorous independent thinker ergy,"
whose views mights be threaten- the amount of service she gives to
Colby and any question about her
ing to conformists."
"I think untenured women fac- energy and her commitment in the
ulty would be unnerved in light of future with all endeavorsis utterly
ridiculous. They deny her tenure
the Blake decision,"he said.
Blake commented on some of saying that there is lack of pubthe problems of the tenure process lishing,and they indicate that she's
in general saying, "I think that in likely to lose energy her teaching.
the tenure system, it's difficult for Given the energy she has given to
there to be a sustained challenge to her class and the college over the
the system. Faculty who are last several years, that is an absurd
untenured feel the need to be very worry."
I remember during finals week
circumspect about what they say."
"People who havebeen tenured last semester,a group of us has met
have the natural human tendency in a study group for our final for
to view it as fair because it has Pam Blake's class. We spent just as
validated them, she said. "Faculty much time in this group discussing
who have been denied tenured are how Pam's class and Pam's person
disinclined to speak out because had changed our lives as we did on
their words might be viewed as rigorous analysis of the subject
simply sour grapes. By the time matter, but I suppose that is the
students become familiar with the nature of what Women's Studies
intricacies of the the tenure process should be in some sense. At about
and may be at a point where they 1:30am,after discussing how upset
are about to raise concerns they are each one of us was at her tenure
decision, knowing, as she told me,
just about out the door. "
She also commented on why how much she loved teaching. We
she feels such a need to be com- decided to break up and spend the
rest of the night studying indimitted to her students.
vidually.
"There are distinctive feminist
When we left, however, we
strategies of pedagogy,theiem inist
personal-is-political brings up a lot did n't look at each other and say
of personal issues. I can't just walk "Alright let's study more and go in
away from my students and say I there tomorrow and ace this exam.
have an appointmentwith my word " We didn't look at each other and
say "Comeon guys,let'sgo in there
processor."
tomorrow
and get A's."
She believes that she was denied tenure mainly because of lack
What we did was look at each
other and say, "O.K., let's study as
of publishing.
Basically it was on the grounds much more as we can tonight and
of research," she said. "The argu- let's walk in there tomorrow and
ment was also made that because I make Pam proud." And we all
hadn 't published enough, that looked into each other's eyes and
meant that I would become a bad knew that each of us meant exactly
what we has said.
teacher in the future."
I know of few professors, f ew
Goethals commented, "The
things that are taught in women's people,who could affect a group of
studies are not only intellectually Colby students in that way.

•In the spring of 1990,Associate
Professor of Eng lish Phyllis
Mannocchi and Performing Arts
Professor Richard Sewell were finalists for leading the Colby-inLondon this spring.
Although the selection committee voted 4-3 in favor of one
candidate, the weight of the three
dissenting votes—each cast by
former leaders of the program—
convinced the committee to ask
McArthur to flip a coin to determine
who would lead the program, according to McArthur.
Again, he did. Sewell won, and
Mannocchi lost.
•Last fall, Asst. Professor of
Spanish Silvia Bermudez, Asst.
Professor of French Adrianna
Paliycnko, and Asst. Professor of
English Laurie Osborne each applied to be one of Colby's two
nominees for the Howard Fellowship,designed to promote research
in literature as it is connected to
other interdisciplinary fields.
Because each of three women's

proposals were excellent and he
could find "no basis for choice"
among them,McArthur askedthem
each to flip a coin to determine
which two out of the three the
College would nominate.
Bermudezrefused,and Osborne
and Paliyenkoassented (although
Bermudez's withdrawal allowed
both Osborne and Paliyenko to be
nominated without having to toss a
coin). Neither eventually won the
»•
fellowship.

Should decision making come down to the toss of a coin?
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Should the College's decisionmaking come down to the toss of a
coin?
"You think you should be able
to m ake a decision,but how are you
supposed to?" said Rose. "[Dean
McArthur] was trying to say there
are times in our lives when people
are truly equal."
Sanborn recalls!eelingnot anger
over her losing the toss, but "obvious disappointment. I think it was
unfortunate."
"It was not a clean decision,"

she said. "It s treating two faculty
as if they were a lot less mature
than they are. I'd never heard of
anybody flipping a coin in a decision like that."
Mannocchi, though, felt more
than just disappointment upon
learning of ho w the committeehad
come to a decision regarding her
case.
"I gasped,"she said. "I thought,
is that why I went through this
interview process? I felt crushed. I
was surprised thedeanhad resorted
to coin tossing."
Sanborn, too, remembered her
initial reaction upon hearing that
another coin toss had occurred.
"At that point the anger appeared," she said. "I did not think
that was how we should be doing
things."
Soon after the MannocchiSewell toss, Mannocchi and
Sanborn together went to President
Cotter to voice their concern.
Coin continu ed on page 15
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What wiU it take?
In this half century, minor it ies have rioted in Newark, Detroit,
Chicago,Atlanta,and Los Angeles. Americans have failed to react
to signals that suggest that racism is far from dead. Obviously, the
King trial aftermath is only a symptom of a larger problem. Racism
continues .to exi st everywhere in the United States, as it has for
centuries.
In Los Angeles this week, as in the past, the official reaction to
the rioting has been to counter violence wtfti violence, to send in
the troops. These were the correct actions—the violence had to be
stopped. But bringing in the police,Nat iona l Guard ,and Army are
a short term fix, not a long term solution.
Once the violence stops, the riots are wiped from our consciousness. The federal government has consistently done the
smallest amount possible to combat racism in order to give the
outward appearance of equa li ty in America.
The events of the past few days are abhorren t, i nclud i ng both
the verd ict of the King trial and the riots tha t followed, but we
wonder if they, too, will soon be forgotten .
We have heard enough rhetoric. America needs and deserves
a comprehensive policy to eliminate crime and poverty, improve
educa ti on,stop the breakup of fam il ies,and reverse the polarizat ion
of races in oulr country. Presidential leadership is essential in this
area.
\
This year, however, nei ther George Bush , Bill Cli nton , nor Ross
Perot has made strong statements abouth i s vi sion for the future of
race relat i ons i n America or sa i d how he would implemen t a
strategy on race.
Despite what the presidential cand i dates have presented , racism is a central issue in the United States today. With Los Angeles,
we have come.to a crossroad. It is time for each American to take
on racism as a personal responsibility, the President included .
Strong leadership and personal crusades can make great progress
toward ending racism in the United States.
Let's not sweep Los Angeles under the rug. As is stands now,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. would be ashamed.

So long, farewell
Well, another year has come and gone on May flower Hill , and

we at the Echo j ust wanted to wish everyone the best of all
summers-to those of us returning next fall, and to those of us
graduating.
It's been quite a year at Colby. And even though many of us
don 't see eye to eye on some things, even though at times we
lament the state we're in, let's not forget that we are a
community. As such, we need to work to make it a better place
for all of us.
Take care of yourselves. We'll see you nex t year.

Puzzled by pettiness
After reading your article, "Pleased by Women's
Week, almost," (Hannah Beech, April 30, 1992) we
were sympathetic to your complaints about the suggestion of a "woman's"party and can understand why
you would view it as exclusionary. However, we don't
understand why you choose to be so petty regarding
the goalsofabill which advocatesneeded reforms with
regard to sex,race and religion, sexual orientation, and
disability which NOW presents. For instance, the
mention of age in the bill isobviously referring to rights
for the elderly and not suggesting that six year olds be
allowed to vote. We are both confused about your
reference to the 99.9% of the population that doesn't
like child abuse. First of all, the widespread abuse of
children that occurs in this nation clearly shows that
more than 1% of the population practices child abuse,
and using it in your argument,especially sarcastically,
is both inappropriate and irrelevant to your point.
You express dismay that the women you encountered at the NOW convention articulated frustration
and manifested that frustration by "whin in g" about
being "stepped on." Why is it unreasonable, why is it
deemed "male bashing" for women to recount the
injustices inflicted upon them by men as a whole and
by the systems created and perpetuated by men and
women? Why, wh en min orities critici ze the practices
of whites who oppress them, which they have every
right to do, is it not referred to as "white-bashing" or
labeled "hypocritical"? Because one cannot call into
question the validity of these complaints, just as one
cannot not question the validity of most women's
complaints. The women that you refer to are not
pinpointing individual men or claiming that no man is
willing or capable of change, but instead are illustrating that all men, even those who are not as "sexist as
David Duke is racist,"are still reaping the benefits of a
society catered to their needs. And unless they begin to
take an active part in the movement to free us all from
gender stereotypes, by reading literature in order to
educated themselves,coming to lectures on the subject,
or even just talking to women they know, they are j ust
as much a part of the problem as the worst chauvinist
Pfcf,-. .
And what is male-bashing exactly? Is it that males
in the dining halls will no longer be allowed to criticize
what women are doing without being challenged? Is it
the fact that they will no longer be allowed to benefit
from women's subordination? If this is male-bashing,
we support it whole-heartedly. You, yourself refer to
male'sbehavior in the dining halls as "grumbling"and
notasconstructivecriticism,which no one has a problem
with; grumbling connotes something not well thoug ht
out and yields nothing productive or constructive.
Neither of us understand why taking issue with such
grumbling is hypersensitivity.
Weareboth confused how one could have attended
all the meetings included in women's week and a half
and still refer to women's arguments as whining. Why
is it whining to bring to li ght real problems and attempt
to suggest real solutions? You say, in concluding your
article, that you "appreciate the women's groups efforts to educate the Colby population."It appears that
you don't appreciate it enough to stop putting up with
overheard grumbling and mumbling from men at the
dining hall, and you will go as far as to call this
"education" male-bashing. Your article says that the
women's group has great power to do good. Where
does that power lie, it talking about the fundamental
issues is too "offensive"and members like yoursel f are
unwillingtocarry your knowledge outsideof women's
group meetings to the people who really need to be
exposed to this information? You also mention that
you disapprove of the women's party advocating
"ignoring" 49% of the population. It's not a matter of
ignoring, its a question of refusing to ignore men and
oppressive behavior any longer. If you are going to try
to "compete directly with men"asamcansof changing
the system, wo hope you realize that the system itself
is designed so that you can't win.
Both ofusaredisappointed that this attitude would
be coming from anyone, especially a woman. After
experiencing all the positive aspects of women's week
and a half, we were surprised and hurt to open the
paper and hear that someone would be willing to let
their purple ribbon recycle away, because women
were actually beginning to stand up for themselves
and do what the malcdominnted GOPhas not and will
not.
Michcle Kagic '95
Meredith DiMcnna '95

L.A. riots hit home
I feel that most of us at Colby are isolated and
buffered from the harsh realities of the world around
us. Most of us, while genuinely concerned about the
real world issues, feel that they do not really affect us
hi gh atop Mayflower Hill. Until recentl y, I too felt like
this.
I was shocked by the verdict of the Rodney King
trial. I don't know where to begi n about the complete
injustice the not-guilty verdict represents but it led me
to completely lose faith in the judicial process, a vital
part of what this country is all about. But what appalled
me even more was the subsequent chaos and violence
seen not only in Los Angeles but all over the nation. As
a southern California resident, I was concerned for the
welfare of my family and friends back home but was
confident things would eventuall y settle down.
However, I was horrified to hear that my father's
business had been comp letely looted and then burned
down. I was further horrified to hear that a friend of
mine who owns and operates a small guitar shop had
to pack up all of his merchandise and take it home
because of news that looters were making their way
down the block. But these looters were not people who
were upset by the King incident, but people who
sought tobenefit themselves inatimeof pandemonium.
I feel that these events, including the King incident,
regressed civilization back several decades. Are we
reverting back to the dark ages? I am scared by the fact
that people are still so barbaric and are so ready to
destroy themselves.
However, thi s kind of ignorance and comp lete
disrespect for human-kindis also present here at Colby.
I recently heard a Colby student comment on the chalk
writing protesting the King incident. The student began by assuming the writings were done by . black
students and proceeded to say that those students
"were just as bad as the fags who wrote all over the
sidewalks last year." It appalls me to have had firsthand experience with such ignorance and stup idity. I
find it frightening that there are those at Colby,-a
supposed institution of "higher" learning who show
that much of a complete lack of understanding 6'f the
world around them. It's time for Colby students to
wake up from this dream world we live in and recognize
and deal with the problems around us and not just the
"injustice"of the new alcohol policy or the availability
of orange cheese at the Spa.
I can't imagine the fear, frustration, and anger my
father felt as he helplessly sat and watched looters
come with trucks to take anything not bolted to the
ground and then burn down everything he worked so
long and hard for. We at Colby are in a position to stop
the problems of tomorrow from becoming today's
realities. The problems around us are real and sooner
or later will affect each and every one of us.
Kenneth Lee '94

Men 's Group formed

This letter is to announce the formation of a Colby
men's group. We feel that it is time for men to start
questioning their sex and gender roles. We plan to
have weekly orbiweekly meetings next year todiscuss
the ways in which we relate to other men, the ways in
which we relate to women, and how we can improve
those relationships. We also plan to bring speakers to
campus, sponsor events, and work with the Women's
Group, the Bridge,and other organizations on campus
education.
Some of the quesions we want to address are the
following: How do wc feel about feminism, and how
should we relate to that movement? How do we feel
about the growing men's movement? How do we feel
about our sexuality? What are society's expectations of
men and how are those expectations limiting? What
can we do to stop rape? What causes the emotional,
physical and sexual abuse of women and men in this
culture?
Wc welcome anyone who is interested, and we
welcome your input. If you have ideas or questions
talk tooneof us or drop a note in Box 6646. Haveagood
summer,and we hope to seey ou in meetings next year.
Jefferson Goethals '93
Bob Schneider '94
and fifteenother signers

fiHBBP^ How do you feel about President Bush's reaction to the L.A. riots?
Gaynelle Peebles '92
"He's just demonstrating another one of his wimpy qualities.
He called Saddam Hussein a maniac
but Saddam Hussein had a more
humane response than he did. It's
not nearly as wimpy as Colby's response to the poster for the senior
art show."

Jamie Zinman '92
"It was definitely not enough.
He didn't address the real issues
and I don't think he really cares."

Chris Chin '93
"I think he should have gone to
L.A.rightawaywhentheriotsbroke
out."

Peter Bennett '95
"What he says is great but
whether or not he follows it up
remains to be seen. I'll be in L.A.
this summer and it will be interesting to see how things are and the
sentiment toward the government
the people have there."

Krmberly Brophy '94
"I think that he was right in
sending in help to help the problem
because it was getting out of hand.
It was necessary because the riots
were taken too far."

p hotos by Amy KL Borrell

The jury deliberates for the final time

well. Every year for the past four
years she has one concern—alcoHANGMAN'S JURY
hol. My freshmen year it was "we
have to get rid of those frats." Now
Someday we'll look back at this
that those "whipping boys" are
And it will all seemfunny.
gone, it has become "wehave to get
-Bruce Springsteen, Rosalita
rid of those heavy drinkers." She
perceives the campus as nothing
but a bunch of alcoholics and she
The final ropes will be used in will do anything to stop it. Unforthe gallows today. All year long tunately, she has no idea how to
I've tried to express my thoughts, handle the situation.
_ (1 don 't know when the adminmy perceptions, and , of cour se my
istration
is going to learn that liberal
now
opinions in this column. And
ideals
do
not solve problems.They
it must all come to an end. For you
seem
to
think
that by taking away
see, this will be. the Jury's last debe less drinking.
alcohol
there
will
liberation as my time has run out
Frechette
has re-done
here on the Hill. Along the way,I do Even John .
hope to hang a few before I'm done. his numbersso eventually kegs will
I have~seen much happen in be history. This is the wrong apthese four-years, from crowds proach and it creates moreproblems
around a keg in an open Student than it solves.
One major problem that has reCenter to quiet Saturday ni ghts.
sulted—and
will continue to reAlthough I'm not nearly as bitter as
I was freshmen year, I still think sult—because of their backwards
that this institution can really screw ideas is more irresponsible drinkup on occasion. And unfortunately, ing. Students will buy bottles of
the actions of the past two years Jack Daniels and sit in their rooms
have proved my supsicions correct. and get obliterated. Is that what we
want? Why not try educating stuReminds me of Congress
It's no secret that I will not miss dents about the dangers of alcoJanice Seitzinger,Joyce McPhetres, holism and other problems associor Bob McArthur. I've heard too ated with drinking heavily? Obvimuch from them thissemesteralone ously, stricter policy is not helping
to wonder if they deserve their matters.
Instead,Presidents'Councilhas
paychecksevery month.Something
keeps telling me that Janice is not passed a "bill" that will allow HRs
worth $65,000 a year and Bob is and RAs the power to enforce the
surely not worth $95,000. Maybe alcohol policy. In other words,they
it's me but it bothers me to know will be handcuffs and badges short
that liars can still take home hefty of being police officers. It's bad
checks. Then again, it works for enough that our HRs and RAs are
chosen by Joyce alone. With this
Congress.
Students should not have to put power, they will be the most hated
up with administrators lying to individuals on campus. Ask yourthem. Janice,Joyce, and Bob are all self this: Is this what Colby needs?
guilty of it. Janice said last year that I say no.
And therearcotherthings Colby
"the residence halls will be treated
like extensions of the home."N ow, does not need, like John Frechette.
she denies this. Joyce has said that Without getting into rumors, I am
the school is not creatingnew policy, goingtostate theobvious.Frechette
it's just enforcing the old one. Un- is not respected by the students, is
fortunately, there is no clear defi- not liked by the students, and was
nition of our alcohol policy so any not chosen by the students. Magichanges made (like banning kegs) cally he came to be Director of Safety
isconsidcred anenforcementof the and Security and magicall y he
old policy. And by now wc all know should leave. Jim , Leon, and Ron,
that Bob lied about his comments three guys whom wc all know and
concerning the protest. But let'slook love, shouldn't be forced to work
under him and students shouldn 't
at Janice for a moment.
Janice means well but sho have to put up with him.
Searching for Utopia
doesn't go about her business very

By Paul Argir o

Two years ago I got into a discussion with a classmate about this
campus attracting the same type of
students. It was disheartening to
me then because I envisioned the
administration searching for a
utopia-like atmosphere where students would diligently go to classes
during the week, stud y on the
weekends/ and unwind by watching a documentary series on PBS.
Fortunately, that evolution has not
taken place. But we're not any better off , either.
Colby is still attracting the same
type of students - white, uppermiddle class. Why are Bowdoin and
UMaine so successful at recruiting
minorities but Colby lags incred-

ibly far behind? We can't blame it

Some Concluding Remarks
on tuition because Bowdoin costs
I will not attend the Senior Art
about the same and we can't blame Show. And it is not because I do not
it on the weather because Orono is respect the talents of those nine seeven colder than Waterville. Can niors. It has more to do with the
we blame it on the fact that about disgusting poster used to advertise
2% of our faculty and staff are mi- it. "As exciting as police
norities? I'll buy that. After all,only brutality...It'llhit you likeablowto
about 2% of the students are mi- the head." I see nothing exciting
norities.
about police brutality; therefore I
If Colby really is looking for will see nothing exciting about their
Utopia in Waterville, Maine, it bet- art show. Greg Long, since you are
ter start by understanding what responsible, you should withdra w
Utopia really means. If it reially is a your paintings and then maybe I'll
perfect world, then that perfect consider attending. Otherwise I
world includes minorities and ma- refuse to give credit to someone as
jorities living side by side. Without
total diversification, Utopia will
never be achieved.
Jury continued on page 15

Be it Sigma Delta Pi or Phi
Beta Kappa—it's still all Greek
By Chris Mastrangelo
STAFF WRITER
According to our student
handbook, "Colby's historic values
includeunderstanding and concern
for others, support for diversity,
freedom of choice and open access
to groups and organizations, and
personal and academic honesty." It
is because of this historic commitment to freedom of choice and the
like that Colby rid itself of fraternities in 1984. As Colby maintains:
"they neither share nor do they
serve the objectives that all Of us
must pursue if wc are to be a fully
open, nonexclusionary, and nondiscriminatory society."
Well, 1 want to thank the administration for protecting me
against anything which may be
exclusionary. After all, as the administration has told me, "Colby is
a reflection of society," and I am
sure I will never encounter anything
exclusionary for the rest of my life.
To show my gratitude to our
parental administration, I wish to
expose some more exclusionary
Greeksocicticsinourmidst, namely
Phi Beta Kappa , Sigma Delta Pi, Psi
Chi, and all the departmental exclusionary Greek societies. These

exclusionary Greek societies exist
on our campus, and we must purge
Mayflower Hill of such blatantly
discriminatory groups.
Now some people may counter
by saying that these groups are
academic in nature. But the idea
that our traditional fraternities were
social entities was not the reason
for their abolishment. Rather , it was
because of their exclusiveness, or
so the administration would have
us believe.
Also, there is a very fine line
between the academic and social
Greek organizations in this country.
Indeed, Phi Beta Kappa was the
first social fraternity in thiscountry,
founded on thedawn of our nation's
independence at The College of
William and Mary. Both groups
make decisions on who should enter their ranks, and set the qualifications and tasks for that entry. I,
for example, was no more an LXA
than I was a varsity soccer player or
a Phi Beta Kappa. Yet two out of
those three groups arc extolled by
the administration . Wh y?
To appreciate my argument,you
must dispclyour bias for,or against,
Greek organizations at Colby or
elsewhere. You must understand
that exclusionary means exclu-

sionary, case closed.
Theadministration then extends
its argument against social fraternities by saying that fraternities
engage in hazing. Well, have you
ever seen varsity or club athletes
after their initiations,bald and hung
over? They also say that in 1984 the
fraternities were out of control,and
that they had to act. Interesting that
they started acting at the Belgrade
Lake meetings in 1978, the start of
PresidentCotter'sillustriouscareer.
What foresight the administration
had,knowing that they would grow
out of control six years later.
A friend of mine was recentl y
inducted into Sigma Delta Pi. He
paid his fraternity dues, received
his fraternity pin, and was initiated
in a ceremony with candles. Tell
me, is it really a moral stance Colby
now takes against these exclusive
Greek organizations, or is it just a
thing with chickens and sheep?
Since Colby allows these exclusionary groups to exist it causes mo
to question further their supposed
altruistic reasons for the 1984 decision. In short, the Colby administration must be consistent in depriving its students of the right to
freedom of association if they arc
ever to be taken scriouslyO

And the leaves bloomed
depending upon the actual vibration of the
strings. Though only an amplification of its
natural sound, the electric viola was a profound aural and corporal experience as pulses
of bass gently tickled the body and chapel.
Including the electric viola.And theLeaves
The Colby Symphony Orchestra and the
Colby-Kennebec Choral Society were in full also featured an array of computer-adapted
force last Sunday evening for their final per- sounds that both weaved and highlight ed
the full impactof the orchestra. Comprised of
formance of the 1991-1992 academic year.
As if ushering in a new era of music—a traditional acoustic instruments such as
sort of commencement with the departure of strings, bells, drums,~*and voices, the comeight senior members—the first piece was an puter enhanced sounds served to soften the
original work by Colby Orchestra conductor music and hei ghten the emotion. In
and computer composer Jonathan Hallstrom. Hallstrom's own words,the sounds 'become
extensions ot, ratner
than replacements for,
their real-life counterparts."
The second piece of
the concert was the
Stabat
Mater
by
Giocchino Rossinsi, a
ten part work that featured the ColbyKennebec Choral Society.
The ninth piece was
outstanding, as the 60
member plus chorus
sang a cappella. With
no
instrumental
backup, the chorus kept
in pitch throughout—
no easy feat.
If not for the religious text—or the undeniable fact that this
t ook place in Waterville,
Maine—one would
mistake t\\ibtabat Mater for an Italian opera;
the four soloists' voices
were resounding and
their presence thrilling.
The finale of the
piece was superb and
crashing and electrifyphoto
by KatherineBordeil ing as the two-pronged
Bob Nicholson on the bass.
j
crescendo of instrument
Entitled And the Leaves, the work featured and voice surged higher and higher until it
Portland String Quartet violist Julia Adams all came to its great end, leaving the spectaon the electric viola, an adaptation that uses tors amazed and excited as they sputtered
electric coils that act as pickups, rather than and then erupted into applause and a standing ovation. Until next year.Q

5*M tW * Art Stow
The show opens tM$ Sundayzttitf t a reception
from 2 to4£k Itmns through the24th of Mat).

By Ethan Gettman
A&E EDITOR
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photohy AmyKL Barrett
ElizabethWelch stands in front of one of her piecesthat is to beexttihitedat f he
SettiOtArtShaw.
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Anntaitteil painting by senior fame *Cottdtotu

"Sex Puzzle"

ACROSS

1. EEk!
2. A standard excuse for
"why I never get any action."
9. What the giant says with 14D
10. Stately
13. An automatic response
15. A Classical Lang.
is human"
16. "To
18. An extremity
19. Cogs and wheels
21. A prophet
23. The Wall Street average
26. Mind-reading
27. Do it
whim
28. Search blindly
30. fun underwear
35. Fine
36. Gait
37. The opposite of the
opposite of across
38. Treats badly
40. Riata
I
42. Colby's student medics .
the cows come home
44. Up
45. Puerto del
46. Reach

—— ¦—

Vhotosby AmyKL KowU ,

by Jacey and the Wolf
51. What you hear with in New England
53. Take it easy, abbr.
54. To be, me
55. The only playclothes you really need
56. You'll need it for the long run
59. To be, he or she
60. You need one to get lucky
61. He's Honest
DOWN
1. Visioncare doesn't carry these
2. Pizza seasoning
3. A degree in Degas
4. To balance yang
5. Belonlng to Mr. Shariff
6. Hooks up with, politely
7. Spain and Ohio boast of them
8. Should be an Oluympic sport
11. A growl
12. They run hot, but rarely cold
14. With 9A
17. A Greek letter
20. Looks for
22. Lessen
24. Not off or under
25. A lonely morning stroll
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

!

MOVIES
COLBY STO-A

|
I
[
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.
'

'

Ext. 3338

No MovieThis Week: not playing at Lovejoy 100
or anywhereelse, for that matter.

a

873-1300

flOYTS

I

Sleepwalker: 7:30
¦ ¦ and 950pm

!

Beethoven: 1:35,3:35 and 7:20pm

-

i-

¦

• -

Thunderheart: 9:20pm only

I | .. .
E

CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVENTSs

I

COI_BY COLLEGE:

1' •
g _ ,' &• '' '

I
Friday, May 8: Science and Technology Studies Presents The Reports on Senior Projects. Be there in
I v\ Lovejoy 215at 2pm
H \

Alsoon Friday: Female Experience in America Student Presentations in Given Auditorium at 7pm.

«

Senior Art Exhibits are beingshown May 10-May24at the Colby Art Museum. The Museum'shoursare
g ;
B / j I0am-4:30pm Monday thru Saturday,and 2-430pm on Sunday.

It " '
m' „

White Men Can't lump: 1:30,350, 7 and 9:40pm

!
t

Folks: 1:10,3:40.7:10 and 9:35pm

!
s

\

'

The Babe: 9:45pm only

|

Basic Instinct: 1,3:30,650 and 9:30pm

[

Fern Gully: 12:50 and 3:10pm

|

Split Second: 1:20,3:20 and 7:40pm

SS J

I:

H .
B
h
H
B
m

Railroad Square Cinema 873-6526 BB
I
8

f

i
[
E

__^_l___ -________y______\y/^^^^

High Heels: Friday May 8thru Monday May 11at 7 8
and 9:25pm, also at 1pm on Saturday and Sunday. g
Tuesday May 12thru Thursday May 14 at 8:55pmonly. g
H

Overseas: Tuesday May 12thru Thursday May 14 at H
b
6:45pm only.

Poet's Corner
Dogs of Cereal

Doing errands during lunch,
Don't forget the Captain
Dont forget the Captain...Crundi
Take a fresh clean needle
Insane Scarab beetle
And pour a bowl
Of sugarsmack
Memories for real
Cartoon frogs surreal
Bitten, chewed, and maimed
By the dogs of cereal

J8

The AppleJackal
Leads a pack of psychichound
On your spoon you can no longer Count
Now that you've been found.
You're Froot Loopy
On a sugar high
Replace the truth
With deliberate lie
Memories for real
Cartoon bees surreal
Bitten, chewed,and maimed
(As a part of this complete breakfast)
By the dogs of cereal

i A & e-mail i >
I
1
1
§
1
1
§
I
1
§
f
I

F.Y.I.

I

The universe
is finite,and
at its end is a
brick fence
guarded by a
big, mean
Doberman.

i
I
;
1 I
1
I j
I
I ;

Have a nice exam week, f o e&

Written and contributed by D. Miles Moore
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Honey s Dead affronts pop sensibility
By Johan Dowdy
STAFF "WRITER

The Jesus and Mary Chain:
Honey 's Dead
The Scottish brothers William
and Jim Reid, the duo behind The
Jesus and Mary Chain, are perhaps
one of the progenativeelements of
the recent waveof loud guitar-based
pop music that has emerged from
the English rock scene.
1985's Psychocandy—full of guitar feedback and catchy beats—
erupted onto the music world as an
affron t to "normal" pop sensibility.
Seven years and four albums later,
the Chain's latest release, Honey's
Dead, continues the tradition of

backing up catchy pop melodies
with art school lyrics while booming feedbacky power chords all
around a sensible dance beat.
Unfortunately, it lacks a
certain quality of
originality
whichcharacterized the band's
earlier works. In
fact, instead of
standing out of
the
crowd ,
Honey's Dead
blends in with
the slew of other
loud rock dance bands like the
Soupdragons, The Stone Roses, or
The Happy Mondays, which pres-

Pantagrn^lism

ently dominate the English rock
scene.
This change comes as a bit of a
d i s ap p o i n t ment, for I enjoy the band's
earlier, less
jointed ,
"deconstructed"
efforts. But I'm
not rebuking
the album as a
whole,for there
are several enjoyable tracts.
"R e v e r ence,"is a wonderful piece
laden with a sense of post-modern
angst. Banned by the BBC for its
potentially disturbing content,

Reverence opens with the
thought, "I want to die just like
Jesus Christ,/ !want to die just like
JFK,/I wouldn't sellmysoulbut I'd
haggle it." The throbbing nighsexual pulse and the languishing
distorted guitar create the appropriate atmosphere for "Teenage
Lust's" nihilistic sentiment: "She's
taking hold of her sins for the first
time."
This theme of lost desperation
seems to encompass Honey's Dead.
Although a couple of tracks make
an attempt at optimism, a sense of
loss remains throughout, as apparent in the final song, "Frequency,"
as the brothers Reid return to a
familiaridea and declareonceagain,
"I want to die just like Jesus
Christ."Q

Crossword Clues,
Continued from page 10
29. A Chinese food word
31. What your library books
probably are
32. Arches
33. Quiets
34. An impotent U.S.
organization
38. Nikolai, politely
39. Their med school is in L.A
41. It's in twice beacuse
it's important!
43. A Stooge
46. Skater Brian
48. 2 r = circumference
SO.Neely or -corder
52. A.k.a C.E.
55. Nickname of this year's
commencement speaker
57. Conway or Curry
58. Dolt

By Etlian Gettmaia^ *&i
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Letters con 't from page 9

comment, with certainly no basis in the table
tent, and we fail to find basis in any other
contexts.
5. "I realize as I enter the workforce, statistics say that I am not going to make as
As we struggled to label ourselves in or- much as a male counterpart. But I'm going to
der to respond to the comments and as- try hard to change the women's system, not
sumptions in Hannah Beech's article in last asthewomen'spartyadvocates,flbyignoring
week's Echo concerning the women's week 49% of the human race) but by competing
table tents,wediscovered that we don't have directly with them." Hannah, why do you
or want a label. We can describe ourselves want to compete directlywith them? (Who is
only as we felt while reading and re-reading "them"anyway? Which "men"do you want
the article: concerned, and angry. Beech's to be equal to?) Have you ever considered
comments reflect a fear of "male-bashing" working with men, instead of competing
and exclusionary tactics, a concern that we against them? Competition is much more
share. Yet we feel she misunderstood the aim exclusionary than a feminist party would be.
of both the table tent and the goal of the You say you won't "make as much" and we
feminist party. The tent was written to edu- assume you refer to money here, but don't
cate Colby students on progressive action the you see that it is this attitude of competition
feminist movement is taking. And no where and ruthlessness that holds the mainstream
does it mention "men",as a group.Likewise, system and values in place? Working against
it does not mention "women", with the ex- people for your own gain won't change the
ception of where the term was used, errone- system; rather it is just such an exclusionary
ously, in exchange for the term "feminist". attitude that will keep the wheelof capitalistic
(Note: both men and women can be femi- oppression turning. A feminist party, on the
nists.) It focused instead on a political party, other hand, could be based on a partnership
which she also misunderstood, that will mode of working together and including
concern itself with human rights and needs, people,not on a competition of bashingheads.
which have their foundation in feminist
theory.
Emily Dahmen "93
Because we feel so overwhelmed by the
Elizabeth Rogers "93
broad generalizations and vague connections
Beech makes in her article, and because we
both feel we could write volumes in reaction
to this article, we wll be brief by listing our
As the designer of the Senior Art Show
pointsnumerically,each starting with a direct
sign, I feel confident I know its initial intent
quote from the article.
1. "A woman's political party...seems to and ultimate purpose. When 1 created the
me as repulsive as an all-men's party." Our sign three weeksago I appropriated an image
anger" is rooted in two points: first, in the of violence seen be most Americans fourteen
definition of a minority, which is a group of months prior. The center image consists of
people who are denied accessto powerwithin the video clip with various greetings supersociety. This includes those who are not het- imposed over it.
We respond to two things in our society:
erosexual,white,healthy,youthfuhand male.
Therefore, when minority groups gather to sex and violence. To a degree, images of sex
be with their own,it is empowerment,not for and violence have become our means of
exclusionary purposes. This is the difference perceiving and describing our world. We
between an exclusive group of those with the have created a new language based on images
power and an exclusive group for those who of horror. The only way the people in the
lack power. Yet,herein lies our second point: video can relate to each other is through
the feminist party would not fall into this violence. I view each superimposedgreeting
category as a exclusiveminorityorganization, as equivalent to a blow from a club. As with
for it would, we believe,happily include any all images of violence there is an intrinsic
interested supporters, including hetero- dominant/submissive relationship in the
video clip. This relationship becomes insexual, white, healthy, youthful men.
2. "A party can't form a platform based crediblyfrightening when oneperceives such
solely on women's rights and expect multi- an image as a basis for all communication.
The media uses images like the Rodney
interested people to accept it." For God's
sake, it is not solely based on women. Beech King beating to manipulate and desensitize
proves this point three paragraphs earlier, the public. Until the rioting in Los Angeles
when she quotes the table tent, which we theimageof Rodney Kinghad beenconsigned
now quote: "The women's party advocates to the netherworld of public unconscious. I
an expanded bill of rights for the twenty-first wanted to usurp the image and transform it
century which would include freedom from into something which would show the dediscrimination based on sex, race, sexual pressing and nihilistic traits of our new found
orientation, religion, age, health condition, language.
I assume that the other offensive parts of
or disability." The fear that it would serve
only the needsof business-execu-feministsis the sign are the advertising pitches: "as
exciting as police brutality"and "it'll hit you
ill-founded .
3. "Special interst groups tend to stratify like a blow to the head."In this case I took the
the political system even further, and creat- everyday slogans of product promotion (i.e.
ing so many narrow choices will confuse "as exciting as Velveeta,"or "the new Chevy
already apathetic voters." But the apathy Camaro will hit you like a bolt of thunder ")
that plagues voters stems from the fact that and altered them to dramatize how products,
the two parties are so similar and politicians, or events,are actually sold: throughsex and
in the interest of getting reelected, do not violence. Think about it, what dominates the
serve the needs of their constituency. A network news? Images of the peaceful profeminist party aims to serve such needs as tests around the country or the violent Los
health care and "sound domestic policy."Yet Angeles riots? Which would you rather
Beech seems to think thefeministparty would watch?
The message the posters sends is not one
be too busy serving women's needs, that it
of
racism
or desensitivity. Indeed, these are
would not focus on "sound domestic policy,"
as the GOP might. Are you pleased with our the very concepts the posters fight against.
domestic policy as it stands? Our deficit? Our The signs point out the media's hypocrisy of
military expenditures? Our lack of funding simultaneously condemning the riots and
for education? And how do issues such as using violence and sex to increase profits.
"the right to adequate food, housing, health The purpose of signs is to make people think
care,and education; and the right to live free about how they are manipulated by the mefrom violence" differ from the "sound do- dia,hopefully you have done so. It is for all of
mestic policy" you mention? How could wc these reasons that the posters are as meanhave a "sound domestic policy" without in- ingful and appropriate today as they were
cluding these issues, which focus not just on three weeks ago when they were created.
the needs of women, but on human needs? Whether you agree or not with the posters,
4. "I' m not going to look at every male as please come to the Senior Art Show at the
a potential rapist,as the speakcrsat the NOW Colby museum from May tenth through the
convention suggested , just as not every male twenty-fourth.
looks at every female as a potential conGreg Long '92
quest." This seems to us to be a reactionary

Beech berated

Posters not racist

Will the wind
bring change?

A stiff wind swayed the distant trees. The
solemn crowd walked silently,as if in a daze.
What was happening? Two days earlier, the
campus had been a buzz with a contagious
frivolity known as spring fever. Suddenly,
during a 48 hour period, the news from
southern California hit the woods of central
Maine.
A quick look at the calender made all take
a double-take of 1992. Were these issues of
blatant racism not solved twenty-five years
ago with the ecumenical doctrines of Dr.
King? The answer is no. Things were just
swept under a legal rug then, and today, we
pay the price on the streets of our nation.
One thing is certain, the law may change,
but the mentality of the population will remain the same-fear of the unknown, fear of
the "other man" has always existed in our
society. The ignorance of modern America
has openly manifested itself in the riots following the Rodney King verdict. The nature
of the violent reaction has raced across the
nation,splitting class,race,and religious lines.
Be it through the vessel of the Rodney
King case or through some other means, thi s
eruption was going to occur. Brewing from
the dormant volcano of hate, the emotional
ash graduated to new levels over the last ten
years with ridiculous incidents of racism in
every major U.S. city and the frightening
decline that has been meeting the AfricanAmerican in all facets of life. Where does it all
end? Maybe a more appropriate question is
how does it all begin?
. Many similarities exist between American
and the world's racism scapegoat—South
Africa. The only difference between the two
societies is that whites represent a clear majority is black. Racism is clearly rampant in
America as ten square miles of southern
California fri ghteningly attest. The time for
identifying the problem has ended - the time
to combat the problem has begun.
A stiff wind swayed the distant trees.Was
this finally the true wind of change? A social
hurricane brewing on the horizon? For our
sakes, and the sake of our nation,let us hope
so.

Adam Rubin '95

Just wanting
to practice

I am writing this letter because many
members of the Colby community may be
unaware of a grave injustice that is far more
serious,in my opinion,than the Moose Prints
scandal or the Colby alcohol policy. I am
referringto the figurative genocideof students
bands on campus.
As a member of two student bands,I have
witnessed several incidents in the past few
months that may surprise some of you. Last
Wednesday,I went to the AV room to check
out a microphone,stand,and chord.The man
at the desk asked me why I needed it. I told
him I needed to mike my drums because we
were recording in the Chapel.
Theman told mehecould notlet mecheck
them out because the equipment was to be
used "primarily for academic reasons" and
that I "should go out and buy my own
equipment." I didn't tell him that the reason
we were recording was because the theater
department wanted to use three of our songs
for the intermission of "Jamey Foster," because I don't think that's the point. What if I
went to the library but could only check out
a book if it was for "an academic purpose?" I
wouldn't be allowed to read the poetry of
Keats for pleasure?!
I understand that first priority must be
given to speakers and other events, but how
many speakers arcj there on a Wednesday
night? I arn sure that the microphone I was
going to check out just sat in the AV room
that night along with most of the other
i
equipment.
The second thing I would like to address
is the lack of practice space on campus. Many
of you may be aware that there is n practice

room in the Chapel basement. However, I
doubt many of you know how difficult it-isto
get a key to the room. We have spent the
better part of four months trying. We Have
gone to the Deans,Security,FatherJohn,and
others,but not one is authorized to give us a
key. We now sneakin the chapelat 9:45(they
lock it at 10:00 and won't let you in) to try to
get in few moments of practice up on the altar
before Security or the Colby Christian Fellowship busts us.
One night, while in the process of being
busted, a Colby Security officer told us that
there wasmore than one practice room in the
basement, but that the administration was
using it to store toilet paper. How about
giving us one of the rooms being added on to
Bixler?
Throughout it all, the only people on the
campus who have given us any cooperation
or respect have been Colby Security and Father John. The Colby administration has reduced me and my bandmates to lying,
sneaking, and other illegal measures just to
be able to practice.
President Cotter, the Deans, faculty
members, the guy in the AV room, and any
one elsein a positionto changetheseinjustices,
if you truly believe in giving Colby students
every opportunity to pursue a full liberal arts
education, you will do something. And stop
treating Colby's musicians with less respect
than thetoiletpaper youwipeyourass with .Q
Darren DeMonsi '94
Matthew Kales '94
and five other signers

The Major 's back
When I abruptly quit and walked off the
Rap of Maine show hosted by Mike Starr last
fall and hurled accusations of abuse at
WMBH, I was way out of line. It was the
ravings of a self-centered, egotistical prima
dorina type who thought the world revolved
around him and what he did. Forgive me!
The fact is that WMHB was good to "The
Major"and treated me fair and square all the
24 weeks I did guest commentaries on the
Rap of Maine. The fact that I've returned
proves it.
And, I ask the Record Lady to forgive my
tossing darts at her—a radio personality
whose local fame I can never hope to match.
So,tune-in WMHB (90.5) Fridaynights at
six o'clock and see if I haven't changed. Believe it, I'm a new man!
Richard "Major" Spaulding
Waterville

Advertising
in poor taste

I'm sure you are well aware of the of the
tragic occurrences happening throughoat the
country due to theacquittalofthefourofficers
involved in the Rodney King Trial. Racism is
a problem that must no longer be looked at as
something from afar. It is real! lt is here at
Colby!Now,asbad as it may seem,something
must be done.
The particular incident that I am refering
to is the flyer that was displayed all over
campus publicizing the "Senior Art Show."
The flyer which is printed in blue and white,
the Colby school colors, exclaims on the top
of the page, "As Exciting As Police Brutality."
At the bottom of the flyer, "It'll Hit You Like
A Blow to the Head" is printed .What you are
looking at is a picture of the actual beating of
Rodney King.
This is the most insensitive publicity stunt
I have ever seen. And the part that hurts me
most is that "Colby College" is printed on it.
My question to you is: How can this incredibly inhumane,and insensitive pieceof material be allowed to be published with the name
of this institution on it?
This flyer downright frightened me. Is
this how Colby College really feels about the
Rodney King issue? I ask you once more,
Advertising on page 15

Advertising
continued from page 14
how did this happen? I feel that this
type of publicity brings us several
steps backwardsafter all of the hard
work Colby has put into establishing a more diverse environment.
The Colby College Duplication
Center carries out the process of
printing material, such as this,
which is distributed throughout
campus. How is it that a flyer like
this can be printed without some
type of rejection or approval process? Is there some type of boundary which protects the ri ghts of students who may be affected by what
is printed? This is not a question of
freedom of speech. It is a question
of whether racism is tolerated at
Colby, and if so, does the administration perpetuate it by allowing
the name of the institution to be
printed on material such as this?
1 am a Black American and see
this poster as very offensive. I, as
well as many other blacks and
whites, have cried many tears over
the Rodney King issue. I asked
myself a million times, how can an
institutition that I was so proud to
be a part of, an institution that 1risk
my life for every timel stepontothe
football field, be so insensitive to
this real and terrifying issue?
You have created a great fear
within me and I no longer feel that
I am thought of as an equal among
the so called "diverse" Colby
Community. What will be the reaction of the incoming minority
students when they set their eyes
on this atrocity? I can assure you
that it will affect them immensely,
as it has me. At this point, I am
utterly disgusted to be a part of
Colby College and have no other
choice but to let my feeli ng s be
known.
It appears to me that, while attempting to diversify itself to attract
more minority students, Colby
College has neglected to concentrate on some of the less visible yet
crucially important issues
throughout our campus.
I hope that something is done
about this matter because I know
that this type of publicity will not
be beneficial to the recruitment of
minority students.
Take charge! It's your responsibility.
Leonard S. Baker '93
Cop ies of this letter were sent to the
Board of Trustees, President Bill Cotter,the Senior Staff Members, the Chair
ofthe Art Depart ment,and theDirector
of Athletics.

Jury

continued f r opm page 9

tasteless as you.
This past year has been fun for
mo and 1 wish I could do it for
another year. Then again , I don 't
think I could take this place for
another year. Four years is enough
and I'm sure many seniors feel the
same way. The real world awaits
and 1 can honestly say that Colby
has prepared me for a lot of it. I've
learned a lot and I've experienced a
lot. For that I am thankful.
I feci like I should end with
something profound or something
notable. Unfortunately, I can only
think of Leo Iacocca saying "... you
cither lead, follow, or get out of the
way." I guess that about sums it
up.Q

Coin continuedfrompage9
"Wededdedthishadtostop/'said
Mannocchi. "And [Cotter] was very
sympatheticand said he wouldlook
into it I assumed he would."
But although both women assumed thecointossinghad cometo an
end,McArthurdecided to employthe
method again with the Howard Fellowships.
"I found I couldn't even make a
petty criterion [to decide]," said
McArthur. "If allthreehadobjected [to
the coin toss] I wouldn't have done it,
but two said yes."
Bermudez remembered the message McArthur had left on her telephone answering service.
"He was asking us each individually to toss a coin and call his secretary
to tell her who had heads or tails,"she
said. She refused.
"I called in and said I refused to
participate in this charade/ she said.
"And I sent him a letter saying I didn't
respectthatkind of criteria.That is not
the way to select the best candidate
What would Colbythink if I used the
same criteria to decide which is the
best candidate for a tenure-track position in Spanish?"
Although the coin tosses angered
several faculty,Roseinsistedtherewas
"no malicious intent" on the part of
McArthur.
"Bob tries very hard to beoperate
from universal standards that are applicable across the boards," she said.
"He gets into trouble because those
standardsdon'ttakeintoaccountother
factors."
"I think [the coin tosses]characterize the way he attempts to be fair,"
Rose added. "It's not meant to be arbitrary. The law of chance applies a
common standard to everybody."
However,for Bermudez,whohad
beenconsideringleavingColbybefore
the coin toss last f all, the incident only
solidified her decision.
'That was for me the last straw,"
she said. "If I had any doubts about
leaving Colby, that was the last moment."
Bermudez has accepteda position
at the University of California at Santa
Barbara next fall,but the incident still
weighs heavily in her mind.
"There is something absurd about
being in an intellectual community
and using a criteria like that to decide
about the intellectual value of research,"she said. 'If he's trying to be
post-modem,than that's a valid criteria. But there's an inherent contradictionbet ween what Colby is promoting
and using that criteria. Tossing a coin
contradicts what I understand to be
Colby's values."
Still, like Rose, McArthur believed
the tosseswerethe fairestmethod inat
least two of the cases.
"Fairness is a principle I strongly
believe in," he said. "Openness and
fairness are vital to me."
But some found the tosses humiliating.
"I felt very reduced as a human
being,"said Mannocchi."!don't want
to be a heads or a tails, I want to be a
person."
Bermudez agreed.
"I want my work to talk for mo, not
a coin," she said. "For mo it'sa sign of
disrespect for one's work. It's a dehumanizing way of doing things."
And Bermudczdid notbelievethat
all candidates truly could be as equal
as Rose and McArthur insist.
"You always have tobcablcto find
a criteria to judge," she said.
ForMcArthur,thctosscshavebccn
a lesson well-lcarncd.
"Pmgoingtohavc tosctupanchcr
context of criteria," he said. "Other
people just don't sec [tho tosses] as
appropriate. I promise never to do it
again/'Q

Student voice governs halls
By David Holtzman
" STAFF WRITER
Presidents' Council voted last
Wednesday to accept a recommendation made by the Committee of
Four and the Environment Subcommittee of Student Affairs for
hall contracts. Under the new system, students themselves will decide what kind of atmosphere they
want in their halls.
"This is one way we can start
taking more responsibility for ourselves,"said Karen Laidley '93,vice
president of Stu-A. "It [will be students] deciding what's acceptable
and what's not."
The vote also favored stricter
party regulations,written to ensure
faster cleanup of areas like bathrooms and stairwells after an event.
The contracts are part of a yearlong investigation on alcohol in
residence halls by the Student Affairs Committee,according to Janice
Seitzinger, dean of students.
Currently, Seitzinger has the fi-

nal say about when quiet hours will
begin in a hall, whether parties
where alcohol is consumed are allowed in all lounges, whether parties can be restricted in number on
any given weekend, and various
other residential matters.
Under hall contracts, students
will work out these issues. They
will also be able to vote on whether
contracts must be agreed on
unanimously,according to Laidley.
A hall council will address
problems, with more students involved as actual members than in
the past, so every student will be
aware of the rules. In larger halls
such as Dana and Foss, floor councils will be created instead.
"It will make people think twice
before they trash their place," said
Laidley. "We'll be responsible to
each other, not the deans. Hall
leaders are going to have to represent those who don't like heavy
partying going on, as well."
The issue of respect for fellow
students and the hall itself will play

a role in hall council decisions. If
violations of party regulations occur, councils will have the option of
putting a lounge on a party moratorium for up to six weeks.
"It's more a Frat Row thing because most of the parties are over
there,"said Ben Morse '94,Leonard
president.
Events on Frat Row, he said,
tend to be run by individuals, not
hall staff,and often by students from
other halls who have less concern
for the building since they do not
live there.
"I know people are not going to
like thi s," Morse said. "But if students abuse this privilege, [th e
College] might impose stiffer limits
[on alcohol] next year."
Stiffer limits on alcohol were a
possibilitybefore the contracts,said
Seitzinger. "Butthecontractsshould
not be viewed as a threat," she said.
"Nobod y's trying to stop drinking,
just abusive drinking. This is not 'a
threat from the Dean's Office.'" ?
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Pack and ship your belongings home!
We'll be at the student center lobby
MAJN FLOOR BY THE MAIL BOXES

May 12-16
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UPS Authorized Shipping Outlet
COD, Cash or Check accepted. No credit cards, please
10% of all proceeds donated to
Student Center General Fund
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Women's Studies Program losing veteran professors
By Amy Keim

ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Now in its fifteenth year,Colby's
Women's Studies Program is undergoing a considerable amount of
faculty turnover. At the same time,
many Women's Studies professors
feel that the program should
broaden its subject material and
enrich its curricula.
"We're losing four key Women's
Studies senior faculty," said Robert
McAr thur , dean of faculty.
Debra Campbell , associate professor of Religion and director of
Women's Studies, and Sonya Rose,
associate professor of Sociology,
will be on sabbatical next year.
Cheryl Gilkes, associate professor
of Sociology and of AfricanAmerican Studies,will be on a twoyear sabbatical , and Phy lli s
Mannocchi, associate professor of
English, will spend the next two
yearsleading the Colby-in-London
program. Pam Blake, assistant
professor of government and the
only appointed Women's Studies
professor, will be leaving Colby
after the spring of 1993.

>(T_i# program is one

of ihe hest things
at Colby/'

-MargritIMiierfetdThomas
Also,Silvia Bermudez,assistant
professor of Spanish, and Maureen
Whalen, associate professor of Biology,will both be leaving Colby at
the end of this semester. Margrit
Lichterfeld Thomas,associate dean
of faculty and director of women's
services, will conclude her threeyear temporary position as dean at

the end of this semester as well.
Since the Women's Studies Program is interdisciplinary, many of
the nine women hired for the '92'93 academic year will teach
Women's Studies courses, according to McArthur.
"We've hired a good number of
women," he said. "Of the eleven
permanent faculty positions, nine
are women." He also said that the
overall number of female faculty
members will not decline, but increase.

"The program is one of the best
things at Colby," said Lichterfeld
Thomas. "It made my time here
really worthwhile.My relationships
with the women at Colby have enriched my experience [here]."
"The turnover of senior people
is difficult for us," said Professor of
French Jane Moss. "But every department has this." Moss will replace Campbell next year as the
program's director.
Moss founded the Women's
Studies Colloquia series 10 years
ago, and was the director of
Women'sStudiesfrom 1984to 1986.
"I think Debra did a wonderful
job," she said. "People come and
go."

Moss is pleased with the
College's attempt to increase the
female faculty through the years,
arid applauds President Cotter's
and Dean McArthur's efforts to
broaden the applicant pool.
Moss said most of the new
hires" will have been influenced by
feminist theory in graduate school.
Moss considers herself "a convert,"
since she did not study feminist
theory until after her graduate
studies.
The absence of many prof essors

Campbell also said that,eventually, "We'll see a natural diversification" among the faculty, and that
now "we're working with what
we've got."
Unfortunately,one consequence
of the turnover is that some of the
more popular Women's Studies
courses will notbe offered next year,
such as Phyllis Mannocchi's "The
Female Experience in America."
"[This course] wouldn't be the
same experience [without
Mannocchi]," said Campbell.
"I'm not worried," Camp bell
added. "It's tough when a lot of
Women's Studies people are leaving." In terms of diversifying the
program, Campbell said, "It's a
concern. I think the students are

"We have more students ,
courses, and in the next few years
we're thinking about providing a
major," she said. "The next few
years will be difficult,"yet she said
Moss is "very, very capable" of directing the program.
Students had mixed feelings.
"I'm trying to be optimistic. I
think the people they have [in the
program] are great," said Carolyn
Reed '94, a Women's Studies independent major. "I hope they'll f ind
people to hold up the f ort while
they're gone."
Reed said "Multiculturalism in
Feminist Thinking," taught thi s
semester by Blake, is one of her
favorite classes. "[Not offeringPam
Blake tenure] is a loss to the
Women's Studies Program. It's the
biggest mistake."
Reed also said she'd like to see
the program offer a major. "I understand the difficulties involved.
but I think that Colby would benefit."
"Sometimes it's really discouri^iBPli ii^lft il^Hi
aging," said Reena Chandra '93, a
Women's Studies minor. Chandra,
an Indian American,said she would
1think that white,middle-class, like to learn about "more women of
heterosexual feminists have to work color." Chandra said that although
very hard in making sure that many professors have attempted to
they're inclusive,"said Mannocchi. expose students to the study of
Of Colby's program, Mannocchi women in other cultures, "There's
said, "I'm not really sure we work just not that much written about
as hard as we should."
Indian Americans."
Professor Bermudez agreed.
Chandra is frustrated by the fact
"It's not a program for everyone. It that many professors will be leavdoes not have an agenda that in- ing the program next year. "1 uncludes race and class."
derstand their need to take a leave
But as Lichterfeld Thomas said: of absence," she said, and added,
"I don't foresee any major changes "There are so many courses I've
in the program." She also said the been planning to take for two years
program has improved since she that I can't take now, like The Fefirst came to Colby in 1985.
male Experience in America.'"Q

willaffect the program just as it will
other departments. The Women's
Studies Program is not alone in its
struggle to maintain strength
amidst such turnover, said Moss.
"Any interdisciplinary program
is at the mercy of other departments," said Moss. She said she
was "not in despair"because of the
turnover, and is optimistic about
the future of the program. When
she first became involved with the
program in 1984, it was "one-third
of the size it is now."
Campbell, who has been the
director since 1987, said the program can do very littl e in terms of
prompting the administration to
hire faculty to fill the gap while
these women are away.
"There's nothing we can do,"
she said. "You can try to sort of
whet people's appetites, but we
can't ask the Chairs or faculty [to
hire women who will teach
Women's Studies courses]."
The programhas grown through
a grass-roots effort in various departments to push for morewomen
and more diverse curricula. Often,
the subject of an applicant'sresearch
reveals whether he or she will be
likely to teach a Women's Studies
course, according to Campbell.
"It's an academic freedom issue,"shesaid,"We [in the Women's
Studies program] don't have any
clout at all. We're a welcome
wagon."
The program has tried to expose
the campus to women's issues by
sponsoring speakers, such as Mary
Daly and Gloria Anzaldua who
spoke last spring. These speakers
were invited "partly to inspire
others to teach [Women's Studies
courses]," said Campbell.
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Contributions to employee benefit plan

William R. Cotter

President

$154,000

$30,851

Robert McArthur

VP for Academic Affairs &
Dean of Faculty

$95,100

$23,462

W, Arnold Yasinski

Administrative VP

$88,000

$1,609

Sidney Farr

Secretary

$71,120

$7,147

Peyton Helm

VP for Development &
Alumni Relations

$91,600

$10,148

Douglas Reinhardt

Assoc. VP for Finance-Treasurer

$72,000

" $7,
040

Parker Beverage

Dean of Admissions &
Financial Aid

$73,200

' $5,
540

Earl Smith

Dean of the College

$79,400

$8,437

Janice Seitzinger

Dean of Students

$65,000

540 .
$5,
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Facu lty Profile

Prof. Cheshire
Calhoun talks
abou t sexuality
By Craig Appelbaum
EDITOR
Echo: First of all, give us some
background on yourself—where
you were born, where you studied,
any major turning points in your
life, how you came to Colby...
CC: I was born outside of DC in
Bethesda, Mary land. Both of my
parents worked for the government,
and I did a short stint in the FDA
medical library when I was an undergraduate. I attended four Universities—as an undergrad ,
American (because my parents
thought I was too young to leave
home) and Northwestern (because
1 wanted to study oboe with Ray
Still), and Johns Hopkins and the
University of Texas as a grad student in philosophy.
My first teaching j ob was at the
College of Charleston in South
Carolina, starting in 1981.1 was the
first woman ever hired in that department and we had a rough time
of it in the beginning. Between that
experience and becoming socially
invisible once I go t marr ied, I realized it might be worthwhile educating myself about feminism. I did.
That took me down a long road
of reassessing what philosoph y
could offer women, founding and
coordinating a women's studies
program, and eventually onto the
j obmarket in search of an institution
where I wouldn't have to fight to
keep women's studies afloat or
defend the legitimacy of doing
feminist philosophy. That is what
attracted me to Colby. Feminist
thinkingalso enabled me to do some
hard reflection on the relativemerits
of male-female versus female-female relationshi ps. I am now remarr
ied , this time to a woman.
Echo: Tell us more about your
"specialty"—feminist ethics. How
would you describe it to those of us
who've never studied philosophy?
CC: Feminist ethicists argue that
traditional ethical theory is gender
biased . Ethical theorists have
standard ly assumed, for example,
that humans are naturally self-interested (if not downright selfish)
and that the major moral problems
are a direct result of this fact (e.g.,
ly ing, cheating, stealing, and grabbing an unfa ir sh are of t he econom ic
p ie). Given this picture, wha t we
appear to need are basic moral traffic
rules and protections for our moral
rights.
What feminists point out,among
o t her th i ngs , is t ha t t his looks a lo t
more like the picture of the male
entrepreneur 's na t ure and t he
problems he is likely to confront in
t he marke t plac e t han t he picture of
th e mother 's or domest i c worker 's
na ture and the problems that she is
likely to confront. If philosophers
are to speak meaningfully about
women's moral lives , they w ill need
aqui tediffcrentpictureof "human "
na ture and of the basic moral
problems.
Much of feminist ethics takes as
its point of departure Carol
Gil 1iga n'sgrou nd brea ki ng work,In
a Different Voice. In it, she argues
that feminine and masculine sty les
of moral t hinkin g arc su bs t antiall y

Colby might reinvest
*¦
in South Africa

Colby has lost an estimated $1.5
million dollars since the College divested in 1987, according to Doug
Reinhardt, treasurer and associate
Following recent changes in the vice-presiden t for finance. "I' m not
political situation in South Africa , convinced that the symbolic power
different. Men think more in terms
Colby is now considering lifting its of this act is strong enough to merit
of assuring justice through respectpolicy that restricts college invest- an estimated $1.5million loss to the
ing rights to autonomy,and women
ments in firms directly involved in College," said Reinhardt. "The
think more in terms of sustaining
South Africa . An open forum was South African government has met
interpersonal connections through
held by Colby's Advisory Com- the established criteria for reinvestcommunication and caring.
mittee on Investment Responsibil- ment."
photo by Amy KL Borrell
Echo:There is currently a course
ity last Thursday to discuss the
However, "conditions to repeal
at Harvard which deals with, Cheshire Calhoun
policy.
that decision need to be on a broader
among other things,whetherorpot out food?
"The issue that needs to be ad- basis," said Erik Belenky '94, a
CC:Carrot cake from the Square dressed is whether Colby should
Madonna is a feminist. This may
member of the committee.
Cafe!
seem like a silly subject,but a lot of
revise or rescind its divestmen t
Colby was one of the earliest
Echo:You wrote an articlein the policy in light of the recent changes
people are debating it. What do you
colleges to divest and helped to
think? Is she the "ultimate" femi- Respons e last semester,in which you in South Africa," according to the influence many
other colleges, acequated male-masturbation with a Options Paper presented by Kennist?
cording to Tom Tietenberg, profesCC: I am not the person to ask form of homosexuality—basically, neth Rodman, assistant professor
sor of economics and the chair of
about Madonna, but I doubt that as 'sex' with a man. Do you think of government and director of in- the committee.
anyone could clearly count as the everyone is bisexual to some de- ternational studies.
One option is to change the
"ultimate"feminist.Therearemany gree?
In 1985, the Board of Trustees policy to one of shareholder activCC: Actually, I didn't equate adopted a resolution that required
feminist theories and thus many
ism, in which the college would
standards for assessing that "ulti- male-masturbation with homo- the College to divest its investment hold stock in
companies investing
mate feminist." Personally, my ul- sexuality. I meant to suggest that portfolio of any stocks from comdirectly in South Africa and woulS
timate feminist would have to be a the categories of male heterosexu- panies with direct investment in
vote in shareholder meeting against
group of women (and men), not an ality and homosexuality aresocially South Africa by May 1987, unless South African
investments.
constructed and that the line be- three minimum indicators signifyindividual.
"If we moveback to shareholder
What I most want to see broken tween the two is far less clear than ing the end of apartheid had been
activism we takethe same symbolic
is the presumption that biological ordinarily supposed.
met. In 1987,the College proceeded stand without the financial burden
No, I don't think that everyone with its divestment policy, accordsex inevitably determines sexual
to the College," said Belenky. "This
"
is
naturally" bisexual. But I also ing to Rodman.
orientation and gender role. Doing
would allow us to maintain the stathat requiresmultiple disruptions— don 't think that people are "natu"South Africa has come close to tus quo until further reforms are
heterosexual women enacting rally " heterosexual, or lesbian, or literally meeting the three condi- made."
various parts of the masculine gay. I think that sexual preference tions for Colby's withdrawal of diThe College has five options
gender role, heterosexual men en- is something that one chooses and vestment determined in 1985,"said
open concerning its divestment
acting parts of the feminine gender chooses to sustain. Sometimes the Rodman.
policy. The options range from
role, butch and femme lesbians, choice is made deliberately an d reThese three conditions include ending all divestment restrictions
male transvestites, to name just a flectively in the way that so-called ending the state of emergency, the to simply
maintaining the status
few rebels. What's needed is, as political lesbians choose against release of all political prisoners and
quo.
Judith Butler suggests,somegender heterosexuality. Sometimes the the removal o f the ban on restricted
Within the next two weeks the
choice is made unconsciously and political organizations, and signifi'?
trouble.
Committee must review the options
Echo: Oscar Wilde once de- unreflectively. Once chosen, the cant progress toward an end to the and submit a formal
proposal to the
scribed academics as leading lives only way to "have" a sexual iden- passbookand influxcontrol system. Trustees, who will make the final
of "virtuous obscurity." Do you tity is to continuously enact it.
"[But] whether South Africa has decision on the College policy.?
Echo: You've been involved a actually met these criteria is amfeel you're living such a life?
CC: I doubt it. Although aca- lot with the Brid ge. How do you biguous," said Rodman.
demics may not have as much effect feel about lesbian and gay issues at
on the broader social world as they Colby? to what extent do you think
might like, they do not suffer from homophobia exists at Colby?
CC: The level of homop hobia is
obscurity. They are members of a
* Brakes
I
j '—'n^
hi ghly priv ileged group...which hard to assess anywhere, not just at
"
Exhaust Systems
_»
may be one reason why academia is Colby. If all homophobia took the 1 _______ £?-«3-to —^ *
not the first place I'd look if I w ere, form of open hostility, contempt,
like Diogenes, in search of a good etc., it wouldn't be hard to spot. But
'
• Oil Changes and More!
I
person. I also suspect that in doing there is a kind of homophobia that
compatible
with
liberal
moral philosophy (as I do) it hel ps is perfectly
to have a fair assortment of moral tolerance. What liberal tolerance
failings. If being good weren't so requires is, in essence, that one not
hard, it wouldn't be necessary to trea t being lesbian or gay as something that would disable an indithink about it so much .
m___K____--i___n_i____nn____________ ^
vidual
from various public purEcho: As a proponent o f genderneutral language,why do you think suits—for example, it doesn 't disso many students at Colby are so able one from being a good childcare
worker or tenant or soldier.
vehemently opposed to it?
What liberal tolerance does not
CC: I am not convinced that so
many do oppose i t, since the vast require is knowledgeability about
major it y of papers I receive use wha t it means to liv e agayorl esbi an
gender-neutral language even life. Liberaltolerance—which often
though I never mention the need to passes for absence of homophobia—
is thus compatible with complete
do so.
Those who really do oppose ignorance and with deliberately
gender-neutral language hold , I sustained ignorance. Indeed , the
sus pect, one or more of the follow- liberal slogan "I' m all for equal
ing false beliefs: (1) Words mean rights"often rationalizes thercfusal
Mnr/ spcctAi -_«i__j_h
mnnn hmjtv special amamwaaijp mimmmmm
wha t cveroneinten d s t hem to mean; t o learn no t jus t about lesb i ans and
so if one int ends to include women gays ,but ab out women ,blacks ,and
in the words "mankin d,"that 's wha t any non-majority group .
Therearcany numberof reasons
"mankind" means; (2) Genderfor
refusing to learn about lesbianneutral language is tied to politics,
S _ 4 CRAXy ^CRAZy f
! ^-_ffl -_*ffll
__r%J_and gender specific language isn 't; ism an d homosexuality. Ono is
ffl j i^S ! ** bread _£ SAVCr _¦
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(3) What counts as sexist language connected with homophobia:
V ^rnmW ^"mr •£-3£
Jk _M J4_J%
can beaccurately measured by what steering clear of Bridge events, gay
I
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.r4*0N_ orEACHi
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t.
ind ividual women take offense at b ars , and out-of-thc-closet queers,
wra<i,
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(so if a woman doesn't mind being and keeping books with the words BH
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on
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cover
out
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"les
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ian
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or
gay
called "girl,"then "girl"isn't sexist);
(4) What really matters arc indi- of one 's hands is a way of protectv iduals 'i ntentions and attitudes not ing one's social identity from possible con tamination by those with
wha t our social practices arc.
^¦SsSF^^^
Echo: What 's your favorite pig- spoiled identities. ?
By Kathryn Cosgrove
STAFF WRITER
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Men 's track breaks tradition
By Chris Davenport

STAFF WRITER
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One might say the Colby track
team has no respect for tradition
because it is breakingrecords of the
past almost as fast as it is running.
The men's team competed in
the NESCAC Championships this
past weekend at Tufts,placingthird
out of a field of eleven, behind
Williams and Tufts. Captain Tom
Capozza '92, set the tone of the
meet by winning the long jump,
with a NESCAC record jump of
22'11".
"Capozza's jump r eally got us
rolling," said head coach Jim
Wescott. "It psyched up the team."
The third place finish of Len
Baker '93, in the 100-meter dash

wasgood enough tobreaktheColby
record . Chris Fossella '95 set the
Colby record for first-year students
in the same event with a time of
11.27 seconds.
"The sprinters are the strength
of this team," said Wescott.
Abe Rogers '95, with a time of
31:59.02 seconds in the 1000 meter
run, also set a first-year record.
The 400-meter relay team of
Fossella,Matt Morrisey '95, Kebba
Tolbert '94, and Baker broke the
NESCAC's best time.
"It's exciting to think that this
relay team will allbereturningnext
year, and be even better," said
Wescott. ZachNightingale'95,John
Dunbar'95,Tolbert,and co-captain
Scott Nussbum '92, set the Colby
record in the 1600 meter relay.
Jeff Harrison '95, who ran the
steeple chase in 9:37.3 seconds and

^asn

OFFSIDES|
T*fc Wlnick
The Final Countdown

captured fifth place, gave another
outstanding performance. This was
Harrison's third time ever running
the event and he was only eight
seconds away from national qualification.
Tolbert ran a personal best of
22.48 in the 200 meter dash, receiving a bronze medal, Jason Bologna '94,was fifth in the 1500 meter
with his time of 4:08.25 seconds,
and Nussbum ran a personal best
in the 400-meters. Chris Richards'
*92.5, throw of 169' 6" earned him a
silver in the javelin throw.
This weekend the Mules venture back to Tufts to competein the
New England Division III Championships.
"The kids are in great shape,"
said Wescott. "We are very
optimistic."Q

Wefiere at EchoSports Headquar
ters decidedto call the Weekly
column Offsides, WJbad^hat<ertemwwe'renoigoingt<>pfeybytfee
rules" ring to it> We wanted to look at both the serious and
sentimental, and ihe light and humorous sides of the sporting
World. After a|)r yon have ta have a sense of humor when yau go
to college whereit snow? or*May 5,
We'velooked at everything(torn the All-Country Club College
Basketball Team fo the appreciation of what certain alder athletes
have accomplished,. From the art of prediction to thestaving. a_
eachindividualtobe j theirverybest,. Fron*the ESPN battle cry to
singing: thepausesof Colby coaches.
Jf s been easy*. There have beet*many great sporting moments
thisyear on Mayfi (aWer fl_U ta Writeabont.The football team had
'svolle^^
itsbestseasoninyear^fhewon^en
first season under varsity status, the Nelson _*hysfcal Thetepy
Center opened ia fee fall to rave reviews, the alert's basketball
team hosted the ECACfinal forthe third straight year> theskiing ;
teams earned theirxtew Piw I status, and men's rugby got a new
wardrobe aad a Div*IJ Championship.
Thereh&vealso been many _ taad-out individualperformanees,.
All*Americansand National qualifiersin basketball,swimmings
track, and cycling to name a few* Stare, familiar namess«ch -as
Rimas,DuBow, Dionizio,, and Ctmino might be graduating/but
the torch has already been passed to youngsters like Cttudnt,
Lorenzen , Rogers,and JewersC
Has there everbeen a spring sports seasonsu.ch.asthe onewe've
recently experienced? It seemed to he an enigma of sorts, a black
holevrith somanycanceliatiDnS/ artd sof ewgames. '"Theweather
is this Week's Devastator?" " You'redarn right it is.
Theheadlirtesdon't fust belongtothestudent athletes,however*
As wellas gr eatcoachingperformances,therehavebeen numerous
coaching debuts and finales made this year. After a dubiousstart,
Coach Whit a nd his Mplesran of f ISstraight and fi nished22M4/ and
rookie Coach Cain saw her swimming teams finish strongly at
New Englands, breaking several school records*We also wish
coaches Charlie Corey and Dave Latihertythe best in their future
pursuits.
Everyouebehind the sceneshasalso done his orherusuaf bangup job, from Cotter to Maisel to Hershey to Solomita to Hal to
Greco to Baron to Tolbert to Coyne to Whitmore to Pluckto Carl
Nelson to ChappyNelson to y'cDoweiLand somanytnore* fo ail
working hard to make ColbySports thebestif can be;our since** ;
thinks.
The*?W-92 school year wasan eventfulone for ColbyAfhleUcs
wilh plenty of blood,sweat, and tears. Every game, meev and
match was both exciting to watch aad to write about So have ,
treatsummer V'aJ X,and We'll catch you on the rebounded

Colby 9 unable t o keep up steam
By Tyler Duvall

STAFF WRITER
After an impressive upset of St.
's
Joe a week and a half ago, the
Colby varsity baseball team has
fallen upon tough times.The Mules
have lost four in a row, including
three games last weekend, to drop
their record to 6-12 with less than
two weeks to go in the season.
On Sunday, Colby lost to an
excellent Wesleyan squad by the
score of 8-2. Wesleyan, which was
16-9 and one of the four top-ranked
teams in New England coming into
the game simply overpowered the
Mules with outstanding pitching.
"Their pitching was great," said
Coach Tom Dexter, "they just shut
us down at the plate."
Dave McCarthy '93, started for
Colby and pitched shutout baseball
for six innings. In the sixth, however, Wesleyan b roke t he game
wide open as McCarthy began to
tire and relief pitching was unable
to stop the assault. McCarthy, the
t eam's best pitcher, saw his record
fall to 2-6 despite many strong
outings this season.
One br ight spot came when
Mitch Rogers '93, hit a two-run
homer late in the contest, giving
himself his team-leading fourth
long-ball of the year. Rogers is also
tied for the team lead in hitting,
with a .373 batting average, to go
along with 17 RBI's and 16 runs.
Tri-captain Jim Dionizio '92, has
been on fire at the plate as well,
batting .373 with a team-high 17
runs and six doubles.

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
The Colby baseball team has dipp ed to 6-12 after dropp ing four in a row.
"We faced some great pitchers
On Saturday, Colby hosted a
last
weekend," said Dexter. "It's
double-header against hi ghlyranked Trinity. Again,it was strong really tough to fall behind against
pitching which silenced the Mules' great pitching and expect to win."
Last Wednesday, Colby faced
bats. In the opener, sout hpaw Scot t
"Catfish" Kadish '94, started an d defending Division III National
pitched solidlyforf iveinnings. But Champs USM in one of the team's
with the score tied 2-2, Trinity ex- best games of the year. Behind a
ploded with two three run homers t hr ee run homer by Rogers, the
in the inning and cruised to an 18- Mules took a one run lead into the
ninth inning. USM tied the game in
5 victory.
The secon d game was never the top on the ninth off poor declose as Trinity hit another three- fense by the White Mules. In the
run blast in the top of the first and bottom half of the inning, Colby
never looked back, 10-4. Chris pu t runners on f irst and second
Baynes '93, had two hits and two with no out s, bu t couldn't deliver
RBI's to lead Colby 's scoring. the needed hit and USM won in
Dionizio had two hits and an RBI, extra innings,5-4.
"We definitely earned their rewhile John Brockelman '92, helped
spect
," said Dexter. "Its tough to
raise his batting average to .333
with two hits as well. Mike Frasier lose like that though. I think that
'95, received the loss to drop his took a lot of wind outof oursails."Q
record to 1-2.

DEVASTATOR of th e week
This week's (and the year's
final) devastator is Captain Tom
Capozza '92,of the men's track
team. Capozza led his team to a
third place finish at NESCACs by
winning the long jump and setting a new NESCAC record of
22'ir. Nice hang time, Tom
!!!!!!!
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IT 'S SPRING !
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Louder th an words

As the top U.S. Junior triathlete,
Abe Rogers '95, speaks volumes

als," he said.
If lack of exposure was a problem before
SPORTS EDITOR
Indiana,itmostdefmitelywasnotafterwards.
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Rogers won the junior race by two minutes
There is nothing unusual about Abe and forty seconds,and earned his ranking as
Rogers'appearanceorhisdemeanor.Medium the number one U.S. junior triathelete.
build , short sandy brown hair, and a quiet,
"Alotoftheother juniors were like'where
unassuming nature. He doesn't say much, did this kid come from?'," said Rogers. "It
but that's okay,he doesn't have to. Actions was a great feeling."
truly do speak louder than words for
Choosing a small liberal arts school in
Abraham Rogers '95,who is the currently the Maine was not a difficult decision for Rogers.
number one junior triathelete in the country.
"I like the Northeast's weather, and havName a sport,any sport, and this 18year- ing a winter season in which to swim and
old Burlington, Vermont native has played it ski."
at one time or another. Rogers' first loves
In October, Rogers joined Team USA for
were baseball and soccer, which he began the World Triathalon Championships, held
playing competively in the first grade. on the Gold Coast of Australia, near Brisbane.
Throughout his Burlington High career, Thirty-five countries were represented at the
however, Rogers expanded his athletic port- competition, including Japan, Brazil, Arfolio, playing everything from guard on the gentina, and the Commonwealth of Indebasketball team to linebacker and wing-back pendent States.
on the gridiron.
Althoug h Rogers did not have a
He was an extra-curricular dynamo,also particuarly good race (by his standard s, fincompeting in cross country, track,and cross ishing 29 out of 60) at World's, he did make
country skiing. Rodgers also found time to valuable friendships.
dabble in the band, in which he was an All"It was a great experience," said Rogers,
State and All-New England selection.
"and it was really good for the sport."
When Rogers was a high school sophoRogers ran cross country and spring track
more, another sport caught his eye — at Colby in his first year, and is a member of
triathalons. His parents had competed in the the swimming team and cycling club as well.
annual Burlington Triathalon, held in SepSwimming, which Rogers admits is the
tember, and young Abe decided to give it a weakest of his three triathalon events,did not
go. He finished sixth in his age group.
exist as a team sport at Burlington High. He
"I was hooked," admits Rogers. "The was extremely pleased with his first season
competition is really fun - there is nothing of competitive swimming, which he recently
else like it."
completed at Colby.
After Burlington, Rogers began training
"I had a good time, and [coach] Sheila
seriously, running cross-country instead of [Cain] helped me improvea lot,"said Rogers.
Rogers will continue to compete in the
playing football his senior year.
"The training for football and triathalons Bud Light Triathalon Series,and will be racing
are exactly opposite," said Rogers." 1had to every two weeks throughout the summer.
make a decison."
The triathalon s include a 1.5 kilometer swim,
In the summer of 1991, with a handful of 40k bike, and 10k run.
triathalons under his belt, Rogers traveled to
"You really have to enjoy training to be an
Indiana for the National Triathalon Cham- endurance athlete/' said Rogers. "It takes a
pionships. His arrival at the competition, lot of dedication." Rogers tries to stick to a
like most of his actions, was quiet and unas- low-fat,high-carbo diet, and he enjoys a beer
suming. A virtual unkown, expectations "every once and a while,"but "not during the
were not high.
season."
"I was¦' really
a
no-namer
before
NationIn addition to sports and his studies,
¦¦
"¦ "¦
M
—
" ¦¦' -¦
Rogers.also works 11 hours a week.
"I have my own priorities,like academics
and sports," he reflected , "I've had to cut out
some of the social aspect of school, but it's
definitely been worth it. I've really had to
manage my time right."
Rogers is an Administrative Science major, and hopes to pursue a career in marketing. He is already involved in self-marketing
with six sponsors who provide him with
equipment. Rogers has one more year in the
Junior circuit until he turns pro, but when he
turns professional, more sponsors will certainly come calling.
As thesummer approaches, Rogersshows
no sign of slowing down. Between his traini ng, Rogers will work two jobs, play in the
Burlington concert band, and speak at Vermont triathalon camps.
"The most important thing is self-discipline and consistency," said Rogers. "Consistency has enabled me to maintain a highlevel of performance."
"It's important to keep things in perspective,"said Rogers, "and to gradually increase
self-expectations."
Abe Rogers may not say much , but if
actions really do speak louder than words,
Abe Rogers '95, is all business as he cycles
then he is one of tho loudest people on
toward success in J uly of 1990.
campus.Q
By T.J. Winick

Corey to leave Colby
Men's hockey and lax suffer loss
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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For the older players it is like deja vu. For
the younger ones it indicates next year may
be rough. For the men's hockey and lacrosse
programs it may be a sign of impending
disaster.
For Charlie Coreyit was simply time for a
change.
Corey's announcement last Friday that he
is not returning next year as men's hockey
and lacrosse coach came as a surprise to
many of his athletes,but he had been considering leaving since spring break. As a result,
not only does Corey leave behind many recently formed friendshi ps, but the men's
hockey and lacrosse programs are now in a
disarray similar to when Corey arrived for
the 1989-90 seasons.
"I don't know what we're going to have,"
said lax player Bill Bush '94,aboutnextyear's
team. "I guess we'll put together a search
committee. I hope some of the good things he
started will continue."
Bush seemed extremely compassionate
about what has happened to Corey,but feels
his leaving is ultimately a good idea. "Coach
was one of the reasons I came here. He
sounded like a really good guy.
"I think he changed and improved the
program," said Bush, "but in all due r espect
to the people who make these decisions, he
was up against the wall doing the job of two
men. Nonetheless, I respect his decision and
I think it was the best thing for him."
Corey finished with a 31-10 career lacrosse record, including two of his three seasons going 12-3.
An unfortunate situation for all involved.

p hoto hy Amy Kl Borrell

Charlie Corey, men's hockey and lax coach.

Corey decided on his own to leave, but was
not given much room for decision by the
administration's financial constraints.
Deja vu has set in for graduating athletes
like hockey co-captain Scott Phillips '92, who
was a freshman when former coach Mickey
Goulet was forced to leave. Now he is witnessing what happened to members of his
class, who were forced to adapt to a new
coach.
"The freshmen right now are in the same
situation [as this year's seniors]," Phillips
said. "The coach leaving made it difficult for
us because the process took awhile to get
used to."
Furthermore, returnees such as Keith
Gleason '94, who will be a co-captain next
Corey continued on page 17

Women s track finishes
fourth at NESCACs

other running events, Lenia Ascenzo '95,
placed 5th in the 800m with a personal best of
STAFF WAITER
2:26.10. Beth Timm '95, finished 10th with a
time of 2:27.76.
In the 1500m, Alisa Mason '95 had a
The women's track team finished fourth
^
in the eleven-team NESCAC championship major breakthrough, taking :11 off her time
this weekend, and providing many break- and finishing with a time of 5:11.96. Polly
Sheridan '92,dropped her time by :04 to finthrough performances.
Bowdoin won theevent with 145.5points, ish at 5:08.26. In the 400m, Janet Powers '94,
Williams was second at 144, Tufts was 3rd placed 6th (1:01.96), while Patty Lee '94,
with 95.5 points, and Colby was next with placed 7th (1:02.69) and Kelly Spooner '95,
48.5. After Colby came Amherst at 48, Bates finished 10th (1:04.36).All had personal bests.
The team also had a strong day with its
with 45,Connecticut College with 36.5. Trinity
with 28, Middlebury with 22, Wesleyan with relays. The 4x400m relay team (Lee, Curtis,
17, and Hamilton finished last with 8 points. Ascenzo and Powers) took 4th, improvingby
"Almost everybody had a [personal :05 with a time of 4:10.79. This was Curtis'
record], said coach Deb Aitken. "We had a first race on the relay team. The 4x80Om team
good day weather wise and the team was (Spooner, Mason, Sheridan, and Timm) also
ready to run. Wc didn 't think we had a real placed 4th, dropping its time by :07 to finish
shot at Bowdoin,Tufts,or Williams,so fourth 10:13.69. The 4x100m team (Curtis, Powers,
Lee, and Karen Russo '95) placed 5th with a
place was good."
Leading the tea m with another strong time of 51:71.
In field events, Amy Young '93, placed
performance was Michelle Severance '94, who
won the 3000m with a personal best time of 5th in the high jump with a jump of 5'1" ,
10:12.69, wh ich qualified her for nationals, Powersplaced 2nd in the long jump at 16'8(1/
for which she had already qualified in the 2)". Brooke Lorcnzcn '95, had a strong day
5000m. She also had a personal best in the placing 2nd in the hammer throw with a
1500m, finishing 3rd with a timo of 4:44.42. throw of 1207". She also finished 5th in the
This time was just off the national qualifying discuss with a toss of 96'10". Sir! Oswald '95
had a personal record in the hammer with a
time.
Jen Curtis '93, gave another strong per- toss ofl07'll".
The team now looks toward the Div. HI
formance, in the 100m. She had a personal
best and finished 7th with a time of 13:13. In
Women 's track continued on page 17

By Greg Greco

